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ABSTRACT
Assessment of Colorado’s Wilderness Areas:
Manager Perceptions and Remoteness Modeling

by

Gary D. Vaughn, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2011

Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Monz
Department: Environment & Society

This study assessed visitor use levels and resource and social conditions in
wilderness areas across the State of Colorado using existing and collected spatial data.
This is the first attempt to spatially assess wilderness conditions at the state level. A statewide assessment of wilderness conditions allows local and regional managers to make
informed regional decisions and to prioritize and direct their time and energy efficiently.
This assessment clarifies the recreational use and impacts across the state. This study
consists of two projects: 1) managers’ perceptions of the location and extent of resource
and social condition problems; and 2) a geographic information system (GIS) model of
remoteness across the State of Colorado and for each wilderness area.

(186 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Assessment of Colorado’s Wilderness Areas:
Manager Perceptions and Remoteness Modeling

by

Gary D. Vaughn, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2011

Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Monz
Department: Environment & Society

This study assessed visitor use levels and resource and social conditions in
wilderness areas across the State of Colorado using existing and collected spatial data.
This is the first attempt to spatially assess wilderness conditions at the state level. A statewide assessment of wilderness conditions allows local and regional managers to make
informed regional decisions and to prioritize and direct their time and energy efficiently.
This assessment clarifies the recreational use and impacts across the state. This study
consists of two projects: 1) managers’ perceptions of the location and extent of resource
and social condition problems; and 2) a geographic information system (GIS) model of
remoteness across the State of Colorado and for each wilderness area.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND WILDERNESS RECREATION

Outdoor recreation, especially in wilderness areas, has dramatically increased in
popularity in recent decades (Cordell, Betz, & Green, 2008; Ewert & Shultis, 1997). This
increase in popularity has had both a positive and negative impact on protected areas. A
positive result has been the reconnection of individuals to the natural environment and a
renewed familiarity with their natural surroundings (Kaplan, 1984; Louv, 2005).
However, recreation, especially in wilderness areas, often affects resource and social
conditions therefore creating many challenges for land managers (Gager, Hendee,
Kinzinger, & Krumpe, 1998; Lynn & Brown, 2003; Monz , Cole, Leung, & Marion,
2010; Reid & Marion, 2005).
The following sections of this chapter will briefly define wilderness and how it is
managed. Three spatial tools for managing wilderness will be outlined: the recreation
opportunity spectrum, wilderness perception mapping, and recreation terrain suitability
mapping. Although these tools are great assets for local managers, they are often limited
to individual wilderness areas. The remaining sections will address some of the
challenges and needs of regional wilderness managers. Two spatial tools that are
proposed to help meet their needs are then outlined: participatory mapping and
remoteness modeling. The final section of the chapter will define the goals of this project.
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1.2

WILDERNESS

―Wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and his own
works dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized as an area
where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man,
where man himself is a visitor who does not remain.‖
- Wilderness Act of 1964 (Public Law 88-577)
Although the Wilderness Act of 1964 provides a legal definition of “wilderness”,
the word has different meanings to different people. Several authors have attempted to
create an academic definition of wilderness (Hendee, Stankey, & Lucas, 1990; Leopold,
1921; Nash, 1982), but no universally accepted or applicable definition exists. The
success of the National Wilderness Preservation System in the United States can be
contributed to the diversity of motives, values, and perceived benefits of preserving
wilderness among individuals (Hendee et al., 1990). For many, wilderness preservation
provides many benefits to individuals, societies, plants and animals, and ecosystems. By
protecting wilderness, we recognize the many values that these natural places preserve.
Not only is wilderness important for scientific discovery, but also for the life-supporting
cycles that the natural world provides.
Wilderness areas also contain high historic, cultural, aesthetic, and recreational
values. The Wilderness Act goes on to describe wilderness as a place "retaining its
primeval character and influence" where there are "outstanding opportunities for
solitude". When the Wilderness Act established the National Wilderness Preservation
System, most of the Wilderness areas created under the Act were located in the West.
Today, there are designated wilderness areas in 48 states.
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1.3

WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT

According to the Wilderness Act of 1964, all activities and development within a
Wilderness area should conform to preserving and improving the wilderness character of
the resource. Under the Act, managers are only allowed to use the minimum tool
necessary in the wilderness to complete any task. A minimum tool is defined as the least
intrusive tool, equipment, device, force, regulation, or practice determined to be
necessary to accomplish an essential task, that will also achieve the wilderness
management objective. These are equipment or methods that generally originated in the
pre-motorized or pioneering era and make use of simple, non-motorized technology (i.e.
traditional hand tools). However, the Act does not provide a list or minimum tools and
individual managers must decide what the minimum tool is for any job. For example,
Section 4(d) of the Wilderness Act of 1964 treats fire, insect and disease outbreaks
(including invasive plant species) the same way, stating, “measures may be taken as may
be necessary in the control of fire, insects and diseases, subject to such conditions as the
Secretary deems desirable.” The insect and disease provision was originally inserted to
guard against fire, insect, and disease outbreaks coming out of the wilderness and
affecting adjacent commercial timber lands. The wording is “may,” not “shall.” The
minimum tool may be to do nothing and let nature take its course, such as with small
wildfires in wilderness. The job of managers is to determine what is necessary and to take
management action if appropriate.
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1.4

SPATIAL ASPECTS OF WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT

The management of natural resources requires spatial analysis to assess, analyze,
model, and resolve conflict associated with resource use. Geographic information
systems (GIS) have become a common tool for mapping wilderness areas to identify
conflicts and find management solutions by modeling multiple resource activities,
performing spatial analyses, and projecting future trends (Franklin, 1994). Previous
wilderness character monitoring has focused solely on individual wilderness areas due to
each area’s unique legislative, administrative, social, and biophysical settings (Landres et
al., 2005).
Various spatial approaches have been developed to assist in the decision-making
processes of recreation resource planners and managers. These maps were developed
show managers the “pressure points” created on resources by recreation users and to
serve as a tool for identifying conflicts and finding management solutions. However,
these techniques of spatial analysis have only been utilized to a limited extent and could
and should be expanded. The three most common mapping frameworks are the recreation
opportunity spectrum, wilderness perception mapping, and recreation terrain suitability
mapping.
1.4.1

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) was introduced by Clark and

Stankey (1979) as a system to create zones in a landscape based on physical, biological,
social, and managerial conditions. The names of the zones represent the type of
recreational opportunities that are available in the designated area. An example of ROS
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designation in the San Juan National Forest (SJNF) is provided as Figure 1-1. This
planning technique emerged from the need to provide for a diversity of recreation
opportunities (Burch, 1964; Lucas, 1964; Shafer & Meitz, 1969), both within a specific
activity for differing users and between different activities that may conflict (Brown &
Haas, 1980). The ROS can act as a solution for integrating recreation into land planning
and management (Brown, Driver, & McConnell,1978; Driver & Brown, 1978). The ROS
can also provide a model to test the consequences of change when recreation settings are
modified (Clark & Stankey, 1979). The ROS system has become widely employed by
land managers throughout the United States and around the world (Kliskey, 1998).

Figure 1-1: SJNF, Colorado, USA location and recreation opportunity
spectrum class locations. Map created with data from SJNF GIS
Coverages webpage (USFS, 2008).
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A benefit of using and mapping the ROS is that it provides a visual of the
opportunities which can be used for planning, budgeting, management, and visitor
education (Aukerman & Haas, 2004). When used with GIS, the ROS approach can be
used to support the development of recreation policies in specific locations (Gobster,
Gimblett, & Kelly, 1987); however, there are some limitations to the ROS system. The
ROS focuses on recreation opportunities rather than recreation suitability for different
activities (Kliskey, 2000). An area can be designated with a specific opportunity class,
but that does not mean that it is the most suited for a particular activity. Another
limitation is that most ROS systems are static since they are rarely revised and do not
reflect any changes that may occur in recreation activities, user perceptions, or
biophysical conditions.
1.4.2

Wilderness Perception Mapping
Understanding public perception of wilderness is required to plan and manage

wilderness areas in a way that matches the expectations of resource users. Wilderness
perceived mapping (WPM) involves combining user-derived data with geospatial
technology to support wilderness planning and management (Kliskey, 2000). To
understand the public views of wilderness in the SJNF, Flanagan and Anderson (2008)
use a questionnaire that asks respondents to rate the desirability of several features in
wilderness settings. Respondents are then grouped along Stankey’s (1973) purism scale
based on their answers to develop degrees of perceived wilderness. Using spatially
intuitive methods developed by Kliskey (1994), the multiple classes of perceived
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wilderness can be mapped using GIS. Flanagan and Anderson (2008) used these
techniques to map perceived wilderness in the SJNF for three purism groups (Figure 1-2).

Figure 1-2: Wilderness as perceived by strong purists, moderate purists,
and neutralists in the SJNF, Colorado, USA (Flanagan & Anderson, 2008).
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WPM can be used to identify areas for future political wilderness designation and
for making management decisions in inventoried roadless areas where the public
perceives wilderness (Flanagan & Anderson, 2008). WPM can also be used to establish
or redefine ROS classes (Kliskey, 1998). The ROS identifies where zones of recreation
settings occur where all users can expect to find a range of experiences. WPM identifies
where different areas occur that provide a wilderness setting for a range of users. When
combined with ROS, WPM can be used to compare ranges of perceived wilderness for
different recreationists with a range of opportunity classes (Kliskey, 1998).
WPM also identifies recreation experiences that are dependent upon specific
biophysical conditions which can then be used to locate substitute areas as use increases
(Kliskey, 1998). This can then be used to assist management frameworks that define
acceptable conditions of change such as the limits of acceptable change (LAC) system
which are used to inform managers about visitor capacities (Roggenbuck, Williams, &
Watson,1993; Williams, Roggenbuck, Patterson, & Watson, 1992).
Wilderness perception has not been modeled over time. However, if wilderness
perception is sampled at regular intervals, changes in wilderness perception can be
tracked for a population over time (Kliskey, 1998).WPM has only been used at a handful
of protected areas. More areas and communities need to be modeled at varying scales.
This will help in identifying the source of the different perceptions of wilderness, whether
it is culture, education, or experience. How perception of wilderness relates to different
community perceptions of living sustainably and conservation needs to be explored and
defined.
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1.4.3

Recreation Terrain Suitability Index
Mapping areas of recreation suitability across a landscape has its origins with the

computer-based delineation of recreational landscapes by Duffield and Coppock (1975)
whose study is based on the identification of areas with environmental worth for outdoor
recreation activities (physical resources, cultural resources, remoteness, and visitor
pressures). While useful, their study defines the concept of outdoor recreation very
broadly and with arbitrary criteria. Levinsohn, Langford, Rayner, Rintoul, & Eccles
(1987) suggest the use of recreation suitability index models which involve using GIS for
assessing recreation suitability. Their models for many recreation activities use a broad
regional approach. The significance weightings for biophysical variables are derived
from research groups which do not involve the use of user-derived data. The ROS, as
discussed earlier, focuses on recreation opportunities rather than recreation suitability for
different activities (Kliskey, 2000). Other attempts at modeling recreation suitability on a
landscape have included visibility analysis (Miller, Aspinall, & Morrice, 1992), trail use
survey methods (Harris, Gimblett, & Shaw, 1995), photographic survey techniques
(Guisse & Gimblett, 1997), and greenway suitability analysis (Miller, Collins, Steiner, &
Cook, 1998).
Kliskey (2000) developed the recreation terrain suitability index (RTSI) concept
which is based on the widely used habitat suitability index (HSI) concept (Kliskey,
Lofroth, Thompson, Brown & Schreier, 1999). RTSI mapping models terrain quality
through user-derived recreation attributes. These attributes are derived from a
multivariate analysis of recreation user attitudes similar to the method used in WPM
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(Kliskey, 1998). Weight factors for each variable are derived from principal component
analysis of questionnaire survey responses (Kliskey, 2000). Using GIS, the spatial extent
of recreation suitability in a landscape is then mapped for specific recreation user groups
(Figure 1-3).

Figure 1-3: Recreation terrain suitability index map for snowmobiling in
the Tangier watershed of the North Columbia Mountains, British
Columbia, Canada (Kliskey, 2000).

RTSI mapping allows specific recreation activities to be considered alongside
other resource uses (forestry, wildlife, etc.) for wilderness planning and management
(Kliskey, 2000). The RTSI also indicates a level of (or potential for) suitability of specific
recreation activities at specific locations (Kliskey, 2000). With this information, Kliskey
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(2000) makes the assumption that recreation users will select and use the terrain that “is
best able to satisfy his or her expectation, and consequently, that greater use will occur in
higher quality terrain.”
RTSI mapping has many strengths including the use of user-derived data.
However, developing an RTSI may be difficult for many recreation activities. Kliskey’s
(2000) study focused on snowmobiling. The sport of snowmobiling needs limited and
relatively simplistic landscape characteristics that generally favor steep, open, northfacing snowy slopes. Recreation activities such as hiking and canoeing potentially have a
wide variety of users with many “ideal” terrains that may be difficult to identify.
1.4.4

Discussion
These three common wilderness management mapping frameworks have given

wilderness planners and managers important tools for spatially understanding problems
and finding solutions. There are, however, many more research questions that need to be
answered. These approaches have only been used at a small, local scale. Applying these
approaches to the regional, state, and national level is necessary to fully understand
spatial patterns. Regional managers are concerned about resource conditions and visitor
use throughout wilderness across a landscape. They are interested in where visitors are
going and the impacts they encounter, not just in individual wilderness areas, but across
the region. A regional approach to assessing wilderness conditions will allow regional
managers to compare individual wilderness areas to one another and focus their efforts on
resource protection or restoration and visitor management.
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Cultural definitions of wilderness also must be considered. Not every culture
shares the same perspective on what is “wilderness.” Understanding the resource and
recreation activities of a variety of cultures is an important step in understanding the
human perception of wilderness. In developing countries where resources are not
protected and are being heavily impacted, it is important to understand the resources that
the public values the most. The frameworks discussed to be tested in various developing
countries where cultures are different. An international perception of wilderness will
begin to take shape as more and more cultures are included. These methods have
primarily been used to assess areas already designated as land to protect and conserve.
Using these methods and understanding how they can be used to designate new lands is
important for conserving land that is valuable to the public.
Some of the approaches reviewed here use the input of professionals while others
used the input of users. To adequately understand resource perception, use, and
conditions, both must be considered. Whether the input of one group is weighted more
than the other needs to be tested. Providing the maps produced from these frameworks to
the public will help teach and convey a spatial understanding of wilderness. Engaging the
public in the development of the maps is crucial if they are to understand the topology of
the world around them and to appreciate guidelines put forth by managers. Using new
and free computer programs such as Google Earth will allow the public to easily have
access to this information. These programs can even be used to collect user data.
Flanagan and Anderson (2008) point out the need for this type of dynamic mapping
which users can use to create personally tailored maps of perceived wilderness. Users
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could also use these programs to search for specific setting characteristics (Kliskey,
2000). Giving the same tools and information to the public will allow researchers to test
if informed users make better decisions.
The studies used to develop these frameworks need to be repeated so that any
changes, especially of social values, can be identified. Failure to track these changes will
result in management approaches that are incompatible and therefore inappropriate and
ineffective. The similarities and differences of perception and terrain suitability for each
and every recreation activity in a particular wilderness area need to be researched as well.
Users can then be dispersed from areas with high levels of use to other appropriate areas
based on their expectation, perception, and terrain suitability (Flanagan & Anderson,
2008). A wilderness manager equipped with this spatial information will be able to
efficiently manage the resource and prevent heavy impacts to the land.
The goal of these frameworks is to equip wilderness planners and managers with
tools that will allow them to achieve their goals. Although the frameworks outlined have
made large strides towards developing useful methods for spatially understanding the
recreation resources, more work is needed to test and improve their effectiveness. When
the pace of the current trend in GIS development and application of new technologies is
considered, new methodologies for spatially understanding and mapping recreation
resources may not be far away.
1.5

REGIONAL WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT

Previous wilderness character monitoring focused solely on individual areas
(Landres et al., 2005). These monitoring efforts have provided local managers with a
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great deal of information on visitor use levels and patterns as well as the conditions of the
resource, such as the extent and level of impacts to trails, campsites, and social or
informal trail formations. They incorporate this information into their decision-making
process and use it to focus their efforts and resources, such as where to send summer trail
crews and how to prioritize equipment needs.
However, regional managers are concerned about more than just individual
wilderness areas. They are interested in knowing where visitors are going and the impacts
they encounter across the region. Often the local knowledge that is gained by individual
wilderness area character monitoring is not reported to the forest or regional levels. This
information would be highly valuable for regional managers so that they can compare
individual wilderness areas to one another and better focus regional efforts on resource
protection or restoration and visitor management as needed. Additionally, if this
knowledge is available across a region, local managers will be able to share and learn
from one another. They might also be able to understand the relationships which may
exist between their wilderness areas. For example, the closing of a peak trail in one
wilderness area may decrease the visitor use in that individual area, but might increase
the visitor use in a neighboring wilderness area with a similar trail that remains open.
Regional managers are interested in discovering these relationships so that they can help
local managers understand their role in the region and the effects their management
actions have on nearby areas. These relationships will also help with the regional
allocation of recreation resources. Regional managers should consider the distribution of
ROS zones and terrain suitability across the region when making decisions. This
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information should be passed back to individual managers when they are making local
decisions.
After an exhaustive review of wilderness character and visitor use literature and
discussions with managers and researchers, a state-wide or region-wide assessment was
not found. Previous wilderness character monitoring has focused solely on individual
areas due to each area’s unique legislative, administrative, social, and biophysical settings
(Landres et al., 2005). While this may be true and although the language of the legislation
that established each Area may be different, they are all based on the Wilderness Act of
1964. Furthermore, within a state or region, most of the wilderness areas share common
characteristics that can be assessed to provide a large-scale summary of wilderness
conditions.
1.6

SPATIAL ASPECTS OF REGIONAL WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT

Additionally, no published research involving the mapping or measuring of
manager perceptions related to wilderness character was discovered during the exhaustive
literature review. Farrell, Hall, & White (2001) studied campers’ perception and
evaluation of campsite impacts and noted that they differed from manager’s perceptions.
In this study, Farrell did not interview managers to discover their perceptions but based
their perceptions on the campsite condition assessment methods used by managers.
However, due to their professional training and active management of the areas,
wilderness managers should be able to easily identify areas exceeding standards and
visitor use levels within areas they manage.
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1.6.1

Participatory Mapping
Participatory mapping is a highly effective tool for collecting spatial data while

stimulating informal discussions of environmental change, perceived trends in resource
availability, and territorial boundaries that demarcate community land use (Jackson,
Nurse, & Singh, 1994; Momberg & Van Noord, 1998). By allowing for a free flowing
discussion which draws attention away from direct questions, the informality of this
approach encourages discussion between the researcher and interviewee (Huntington,
1998). Another benefit of utilizing participatory mapping is that it allows for efficient
collection of spatial data for a large land area (Beverly, Uto, Wilkes, & Bothwell, 2008).
Collecting detailed and comprehensive field inventories of wilderness character of each
wilderness area in Colorado would be economically infeasible. Participatory mapping
encourages the collection of spatial data from local knowledge through informal
interviews (Abbot et al., 1998; Brussard, Reed, & Tracy et al., 1998; Sheppard, 2005).
Stonich (2002) stresses the importance of collecting local knowledge to inform regional
or larger scale decision-making processes by scaling up the data. Not only does this allow
the information to be linked at a larger scale, but it illustrates the human-environment
relationships as a whole across an area. Cinderburry (1999), however, warns that the
preciseness of the indistinct boundaries derived from a participatory mapping is limited
by the way in which the data is collected. The data is not the same as spatially accurate
and precise lines from technical surveys.
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1.6.2

Remoteness Modeling
What is wilderness? Wilderness has a different definition for every individual, or,

as Nash (1982) states, “one man’s wilderness is another’s roadside picnic ground.” The
Wilderness Act of 1964 has served as a legislative definition of wilderness within the
United States. Some definitions of wilderness provided in Section 2(c) of the Wilderness
Act that relate to this project include areas that are (emphasis added):
“…in contrast with those areas where man and his works dominate the
landscape…”
“…underdeveloped Federal land retaining its primeval character and
influence…”
“…without permanent improvements or human habitation...”
“…with the imprint of man’s work substantially unnoticeable…”
But some of the wilderness areas designated under the act do not meet all of the
criteria (e.g., the Pelican Island Wilderness Area in Florida is only six acres in size versus
the minimum of five thousand acres mentioned in the act). Several authors have
attempted to create an academic definition of wilderness (Hendee et al., 1990; Leopold,
1921; Nash, 1982), but no universally accepted or applicable definition exists. However,
according to Lesslie and Malsen (1985), there appear to be two prevalent concepts
underlying the definition of wilderness which depend on one’s philosophical worldview:
anthropocentric verses biocentric. The anthropocentric concept defines wilderness as
areas devoid of humans, or “remote”. The biocentric concept defines wilderness as areas
that have been preserved in their original natural state, or “primitive.” Both of these
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definitions are necessary for a complete definition of wilderness (Lesslie & Malsen,
1985).
In order to map the wilderness of Australia, Lesslie, Mackey, & Preece (1988)
define wilderness as “undeveloped land which is relatively remote, and relatively
undisturbed by the process and influence of settled people.” This provides a definition of
wilderness that can be spatially mapped according to its proximity to settlement, or its
“remoteness.” Since most anthropocentric uses of the land are easily mapped,
“remoteness” from settlement is an easy way of spatially analyzing wilderness. The more
remote an area is, the harder it is to approach and enter. By analyzing an area’s distance
from human development including population centers, roads, railways, and trailheads,
we can measure its remoteness. Does an area which is easily accessible experience high
levels of visitor use? High levels of visitor use can lead to high numbers of social
encounters and potential resource impacts and can create situations where USDA Forest
Service standards are exceeded. The proper ROS classification will help managers protect
the resource and provide users with plenty of outdoor recreation opportunities and shapes
users’ expectations while identifying substitute areas when needed. Remoteness,
therefore, is an important indicator of the condition of wilderness for any given area
(Fritz & Carver, 2000).
Simple GIS-based accessibility models often start by assuming equal ease of
travel in all directions (Flanagan & Anderson, 2008; Kliskey, 1994). When considering
accessibility from point, line or area origin features, the simplest solution is to draw
buffer zones of a specific width to define zones of equal distance from the features. The
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linear distance or proximity to the nearest features is calculated on isotropic surfaces.
These models fail to take slope and changes of terrain into consideration.
More complex approaches have been developed that employ network analysis
techniques that take into account the effect of road and other transport networks on
accessibility calculations (Uchida & Nelson, 2009). These models calculate travel times
through the network according to impedance values that have been set for network layers
based on factors such as gradient and speed limit. However, these models are constrained
to the network and assume equal ease of travel in all directions once the point on the
network nearest to the destination has been reached (equal decay of access as distance
increases). In order to give better estimates of remoteness in the context of off-road
pedestrian travel, terrain variables such as gradient need to be applied to the network
analysis techniques. Fritz and Carver (2000) incorporate relevant cost (such as steep
terrain) and push (such as a roads) factors into pedestrian specific access models within
GIS to better estimate remoteness for a given roadless area using a friction surface when
defining two-dimensional cost surfaces (Schneider, 1994).
According to Fritz and Carter (2000), current methods of estimating off-road
travel times rely heavily on guesswork, local knowledge and the manual application of
Naismith's Rule. Their GIS model is based on integrating Naismith's Rule (Naismith,
1892) with Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) to generate anisotropic
isochrone surfaces that describe remoteness within roadless areas. When combined with
network analysis techniques, their model can be used to show a continuum of remoteness
from the center of a population to the most remote area in a region. This method of
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determining off-road access times produces highly visual and communicative maps of
remoteness drawn as anisotropic isochrone surfaces.

1.7

PROJECT GOALS

In this study we used expert knowledge to rapidly assess the use and condition of
wilderness areas across the State of Colorado. A comprehensive GIS-based assessment
was deemed to be the best solution since expert knowledge could be utilized to rapidly
assess and map wilderness conditions. An assessment of wilderness conditions at the
state-level has never been attempted before. By having a state-wide level of assessment,
local and regional managers will have a better understanding of wilderness conditions
across the State as well as be able to prioritize and direct their time and energy efficiently
to the Areas that need it most. This assessment will provide a better understanding of
recreational use and impacts across the state.
Colorado was chosen as a quality case model to explore visitor use and resource
conditions at a regional scale for numerous reasons. Colorado is home to thirty-five
USDA Forest Service managed wilderness areas that lie completely within its borders
including eleven of the first wilderness areas established under the Wilderness Act of
1964. These wilderness areas vary greatly in size and their proximity to population
centers. They share similar ecological characteristics of occupying high elevation forests
around alpine mountain tops. They are all under the management of the Forest Service
and therefore under the same decision-making process. Numerous wilderness condition
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studies have been conducted for nearly every wilderness area in the state and therefore
have a rich history of resource condition and visitor use data.
Additionally, the USFS R2 Core Team, composed of key non-government
partners and friends groups, identified several wilderness areas as “areas of concern”
because of their high visitor use, levels of recreation impacts, and proximity to large
populations (Figure 1-4). The Core Team recommended a state-wide assessment of all
wilderness areas in Colorado to gain a better understanding of wilderness use and
condition across the state. For these reasons, managers at the Region 2 headquarters for
the Forest Service decided to focus their efforts on an assessment of all the wilderness
areas in Colorado under their direction. This project develops methods for capturing local
manager knowledge for use by regional managers.
Chapter 2 of this thesis report describes the participatory mapping methods used
to collect manager perceptions of resource conditions and peak daily summer on-trail
visitor use levels. This chapter is written as a manuscript for submission to Landscape
and Urban Planning, an international journal of landscape ecology, planning, and design.
Chapter 3 describes the development and analysis of a remoteness model as described in
section 1.6.2. This chapter is written as a manuscript for submission to the International
Journal of Wilderness. Finally, chapter 4 connects the two chapters together in a broad
conclusion of the overall results.
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Figure 1-4: Colorado USDA Forest Service Wilderness Areas of Concern (even
though the Platte River Wilderness Area is included in the above map, it is not
included in the statewide assessment since only a small portion lies within
Colorado.)

1.8
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CHAPTER 2
ASSESSMENT OF COLORADO’S WILDERNESS AREAS USING USDA FOREST
SERVICE MANAGER PERCEPTIONS
2.1

INTRODUCTION

Previous wilderness character monitoring has focused solely on individual areas
due to each area’s unique legislative, administrative, social, and biophysical settings
(Landres et al., 2005). These monitoring efforts have provided local managers with
important information on visitor use levels and patterns as well as the conditions of the
resource such as the extent and level of impacts to trails, campsites, and social or
informal trail formations. They incorporate this information into their decision-making
process and use it to focus their efforts and resources, such as where to send summer trail
crews and how to prioritize equipment needs.
Regional managers are concerned about more than just individual wilderness
areas. They are interested in knowing where visitors are going and the impacts they
encounter across the region. Often the local knowledge that is gained by individual
wilderness area character monitoring is not reported to the forest or regional levels. This
information would be highly valuable for regional managers so that they can compare
individual wilderness areas to one another and better focus regional efforts on resource
protection or restoration and visitor management as needed.
Additionally, if this knowledge is available across a region, local managers will
be able to share and learn from one another. They might also be able to understand the
relationships which may exist between their wilderness areas. For example, the closing of
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a peak trail in one wilderness area may decrease the visitor use in that individual area, but
might increase the visitor use in a neighboring wilderness area with a similar trail that
remains open. Regional managers are interested in discovering these relationships so that
they can help local managers understand their role in the region and the effects their
management actions have on nearby areas. These relationships will also help with the
regional allocation of recreation resources. Regional managers should consider the
distribution of recreation opportunity spectrum zones (Aukerman & Haas, 2004; Brown
et al., 1978; Clark & Stankey, 1979; Driver & Brown, 1978; Gobster et al., 1987;
Kliskey, 2000) and terrain suitability (Duffield & Coppock, 1975; Guisse & Gimblett,
1997; Harris et al., 1995; Kliskey, 2000; Levinsohn et al., 1987; Miller et al., 1992;
Miller et al., 1998) across the region when making decisions. This information should be
passed back to individual managers when they are making local decisions.
No published research involving the mapping or measuring of manager
perceptions related to wilderness character was found. Farrell et al. (2001) studied
campers’ perception and evaluation of campsite impacts and noted that they differed from
manager’s perceptions. In this study, Farrell did not interview managers to discover their
perceptions but based their perceptions on campsite condition assessments methods used
by managers and researchers. During the interviews, the managers were asked to
participate in geographic information system (GIS) mapping of specific criteria
developed to assess various user-related wilderness characteristics.
Participatory mapping is a highly effective tool for collecting spatial data while
stimulating informal discussions of environmental change, perceived trends in resource
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availability, and territorial boundaries that demarcate community land use (Jackson et al.,
1994; Momberg & Van Noord, 1998). By allowing for a free flowing discussion which
draws attention away from direct questions, the informality of this approach encourages
discussion between the researcher and interviewee (Huntington, 1998).
Another benefit of utilizing participatory mapping is that it allows for efficient
collection of spatial data for a large land area (Beverly et al., 2008). Collecting detailed
and comprehensive field inventories of wilderness character of each wilderness area in
Colorado would be economically infeasible. Participatory mapping encourages the
collection of spatial data from local knowledge through informal interviews (Abbot et al.,
1998; Brussard et al., 1998; Sheppard, 2005). Stonich (2002) stresses the importance of
collecting local knowledge to inform regional or larger scale decision-making processes
by scaling up the data. Not only does this allow the information to be linked at a larger
scale, but it illustrates the human-environment relationships as a whole across an area.
However, Cinderburry (1999) warns that the preciseness of the indistinct boundaries
derived from a participatory mapping is limited by the way in which the data is collected.
The data is not the same as spatially accurate and precise lines from technical surveys. In
this study, great care was taken in collecting spatial data from managers through
participatory mapping during this project and accuracy limitations were taken into
account.
Colorado was chosen as a quality case model to explore visitor use and resource
conditions at a regional scale for numerous reasons. Colorado is home to thirty-five
USDA Forest Service managed wilderness areas that lie completely within its borders
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including eleven of the first wilderness areas established under the Wilderness Act of
1964. These wilderness areas vary greatly in size and their proximity to population
centers. They share similar ecological characteristics of occupying high elevation forests
around alpine mountain tops. They are all under the management of the Forest Service
and therefore under the same decision-making process. Numerous wilderness condition
studies have been conducted for nearly every wilderness area in the state and therefore
have a rich history of resource condition and visitor use data. For these reasons, managers
at the Region 2 headquarters for the Forest Service decided to focus their efforts on a
state-wideassessment of the wilderness areas in Colorado under their direction. This
project develops methods for capturing local manager knowledge for use by regional
managers.

2.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

During the summer of 2009, Forest Service wilderness managers and rangers
across Colorado were interviewed to identify locations where specific standards are being
exceeded, and to estimate average daily on-trail summer visitor use among trail corridors.
During a review of the collected data with available managers and rangers, additional
information was collected to estimate peak daily on-trail summer visitor use levels among
trail corridors.
2.2.1

Identification of locations where standards are exceeded
Standards are typically defined as the minimally acceptable level of resource and

social conditions and identify the maximum allowable degradation. Standards are defined
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in each forest’s management plan. To quickly assess the condition of wilderness areas
across the state of Colorado, the areas that meet the following criteria were identified as
important standards which could be easily mapped by wilderness managers and rangers:
1. System trails with problem areas extending more than a quarter-mile (0.4 kilometers),
rutting greater than twelve inches (0.3 meters), width greater than forty-eight inches
(0.6 meters), and boggy trail surface.
2. Areas where campsites are out of compliance with existing biophysical standards.
3. Trail corridors where social encounters exceed the existing standards for each
wilderness area’s ROS as defined in the Forest Plan (Table 2-1) for more than a
quarter-mile (0.4 kilometers).
4. Areas where social trails extend more than a quarter-mile (0.4 kilometers) and
resemble official trails, such as crossovers, hunter, guide, horse, and peak trails.
5. Other areas that exceed the standards previously but are due to stock driveways, the
presence of historic buildings or roads, or locations where the number of trails within
an area exceed the Forest Plan standard.
With the use of a tablet laptop and ArcGIS 9.3.1 software (ESRI, Inc., 2009),
local managers and rangers marked and labeled areas on georeferenced base maps
identifying the location and extent of areas that exceed standards. Locations that match
any of the four definitions of exceeding standards identified were recorded as polygons
and their corresponding definition was recorded in the feature’s attribute table. This
initial data collection occurred in the summer of 2009.
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Table 2-1: Forest Plan Social Encounter Standards by National Forest
Social Encounter Standards
(parties encountered per day)
National Forest
Pristine
Primitive
Semi-Primitive
Arapaho
1
2
4
Grand Mesa
2
6
20
Gunnison
2
6
20
Pike
2
6
20
Rio Grande
1
5
12
Roosevelt
1
2
4
Routt
2
3
4
San Isabel
2
6
20
San Juan
1
5
12
Uncompahgre
2
6
20
White River
2
12
20

Preliminary findings were summarized and reported to each wilderness manager
and ranger for their review. Based on the feedback from managers, these findings were
revised. The findings were presented at the 2010 Region 2 Wilderness Manager’s Winter
Meeting. Additional data corrections and additions were collected on maps of each
wilderness area which showed the data collected during the previous summer. The
corrections included scaling back the length requirements for system trails, social trails,
and social encounters to at least a quarter-mile (0.4 kilometers) versus the previous
requirement of at least a half-mile (0.8 kilometers).
During the summer and fall of 2010, the data was scanned, georeferenced,
digitized, and edited. ArcGIS was further used to crop trails with the polygons recorded
using the clip tool. Trail lengths were rounded to the nearest mile (1.6 kilometers) for
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reporting because of defined standard length and accuracy limitations related to using the
tablet laptop.
2.2.2

Peak daily summer on-trail visitor use levels
In order to compare peak visitation levels that occur on weekends and holidays

across the state, standardized peak visitation levels were identified which could be easily
mapped by wilderness managers and rangers along trail corridors. For each wilderness
area, during the summer use period, peak daily visitor use levels were divided into the
following levels:
1. Very high use trail corridors are those that receive greater than one hundred and
twenty visitors per day.
2. High use trail corridors receive between sixty and one hundred and twenty visitors
per day.
3. Medium use trail corridors receive between ten and sixty visitors per day.
4. Low use trail corridors receive less than ten visitors per day and include all areas not
identified in the medium, high, and very high trail corridors.
During the 2010 Wilderness Manager’s Winter Meeting, peak daily summer
visitor use levels were collected on large printouts of each wilderness area. Visitor use
mapping involved a process of elimination, with very high areas being identified first
followed by areas with high visitor use and medium visitor use. All remaining areas are
considered to have low levels of visitor use. Visitor use areas are marked as polygons
(with the level of use as an attribute) to mark the general corridor through which use
occurs, such as an entire area between two ridge lines when a trail is located in a valley.
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During the summer and fall of 2010, the maps were scanned and georeferenced.
With the use of a tablet laptop and ArcGIS software, identified areas were digitized and
labeled. ArcGIS was further used to clip trails with the polygons recorded. Trail lengths
were rounded to the nearest mile (1.6 kilometers) because of defined standard length and
accuracy limitations related to using the tablet laptop.
Further work was completed in early 2011 to produce a rough estimate of area
impacted by peak visitor use levels by adding a one-mile (1.6 kilometer) buffer to both
sides of the trails identified by managers. The buffers were clipped by each wilderness
area boundary. Additionally, where buffers overlapped, the higher visitor use level took
priority and the overlap was removed from the lower visitor use level (this prevented
higher than actual area measurements from being reported). For example, wherever a
medium buffer overlapped with a high or very high buffer, the overlap area of the
medium buffer was removed.
2.2.3

Spatial Data Integration
After analyzing the exceeding standards and visitor use datasets, the two were

mapped together to identify locations where they overlapped in order to examine the
relationship between the two. Does a significant amount of locations where standards are
exceeded occur where visitor use is high? If so, which specific standards are exceeded
and what is the visitor use level at the location? By utilizing existing tools in the
ArcToolbox of ArcGIS, this analysis is relatively easy to complete on the existing
dataset.
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ArcGIS was used to clip locations where standards are being exceeded by visitor
use levels. Trail lengths were recorded for the system trails, social encounters, and other
locations exceeding standards, rounded to the nearest mile (1.6 kilometers) due to defined
standard lengths and accuracy limitations related to using the tablet laptop, and then
reported in percentages of total mileage of both exceeding standards and visitor use. The
number of campsites and social trails encountered by visitor use levels were recorded and
then reported in percentages of total exceeding standards.

2.3

2.3.1

RESULTS

Identification of locations where standards are exceeded
Of the 35 wilderness areas reviewed, only the Greenhorn Mountain Wilderness

Area was found to not contain areas where any standard was exceeded. Eleven percent of
all trails within wilderness (358 miles or 572.8 kilometers) were identified as exceeding
established system trail standards. 227 locations were identified as areas with campsites
which exceed standards. Eleven percent of all trails within wilderness (358 miles or 572.8
kilometers) were identified as exceeding social encounter standards. Three hundred
nineteen miles (510.4 kilometers) of social trails and 40 locations with dispersed social
trailing were identified. Seventy-four miles (118.4 kilometers) and 6 locations were
identified as exceeding other standards such as old roads, a historic cabin, stock
driveways, and an area were the density of system trails exceeded Forest Plan standards.
Figures 2-1 and 2-2 are provided below as examples of the state maps generated to show
the distribution of exceeding standard location. Figure 2-1 illustrates the total miles of
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system trails exceeding standards. However, this does not take the size of the wilderness
area into account. Therefore, Figure 2-2 illustrates the percent of system trails which
exceed standards. Although the Weminuche Wilderness Area, in southwestern Colorado,
has a large number of system trails which exceed the defined standards, it is the largest
wilderness area and has more trails than any other area. When the percentage of its total
trails is compared, only 15% of its trails are actually exceeding the defined standards. A
summary table and maps of all wilderness areas are provided as Appendix B.

Figure 2-1: Miles of System Trails Exceeding Standards in Colorado’s USDA Forest
Service Wilderness Areas
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Figure 2-2: Percent of System Trails Exceeding Standards in Colorado’s USDA Forest
Service Wilderness Areas

2.3.2

Peak daily summer on-trail visitor use levels
During peak summer days, which receive higher than normal visitor use levels

(such as weekends and holidays), managers identified 2% of all wilderness trails (69
miles or 110.4 kilometers) which experience more than 120 visitors per day, 7% (235
miles or 376 kilometers) experience less than 120 but at least 60 visitors per day, and
28% (906 miles or 1449.6 kilometers) experience between 10 and 60 visitors per day.
When summed, 37% of all wilderness trails (1210 miles or 1936 kilometers) are used by
more than 10 visitors on peak days during the summer. The remaining 63% of all
wilderness trails (2077 miles or 3323.2 kilometers) experience fewer than 10 visitors per
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day on peak summer days. Table 2-2 below shows a summary of the data across
Colorado and Figure 2-3 illustrates the distribution of visitor use levels in wilderness
areas across the state. A summary table and maps of all wilderness areas is provided as
Appendix C.

Table 2-2: Peak Daily Summer Visitor Use Levels Summary
kilometers
category
miles
5259.2
Total Trails
3287
3323.2
Low: <10 visitors
2077
1449.6
Medium: 10-59 visitors
906
376
High: 60-120 visitors
235
110.4
Very High: >120 visitors
69

%
100%
63%
28%
7%
2%
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Figure 2-3: Peak Daily Summer On-Trail Visitor Use in Colorado’s USDA Forest
Service Wilderness Areas

Figure 2-4 below is a cartogram distortion of the shape and size of each
wilderness area according to peak daily summer on-trail visitor use levels and amount of
miles each visitor use level occupies within the area. For each wilderness area, each
visitor use level has been multiplied by the length of trail that visitor use level occupies.
Very high, high, and medium visitor use levels were then added together and divided by
the total area of the wilderness. For example, the Maroon Bells-Snowmass Wilderness
Area in central Colorado has 23 miles (36.8 kilometers) of trails with very high use (120
visitors), 48 miles (76.8 kilometers) with high use (60 visitors), and 44 miles (70.4
kilometers) with medium visitor use (10 visitors). When summed, the total is 6084.75.
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This is then divided by the total area (284 square miles or 738.4 square kilometers) for a
total of 21.35 visitor use level miles. This was then used to determine the amount of
distortion to give to the area’s shape. The final number either increased or decreased the
size of the distortion given to each area. For example, the Maroon Bells-Snowmass
Wilderness Area increased in size while the Weminuche Wilderness Area decreased in
size. The cartogram distortion illustrates the size of each area as perceived by visitor use
levels.
A 1-mile (1.6 kilometer) buffer was then added to both sides of the trails
identified above to measure area affected during peak visitor use levels. 2% of all
wilderness land (121 square miles or 314.6 square kilometers) experience more than 120
visitors per day, 7% (364 square miles or 946.4 square kilometers) experience less than
120 but at least 60 visitors per day, and 26% (1272 square miles or 3307.2 square
kilometers) experience between 10 and 60 visitors per day. When summed, 36% of all
wilderness land (1757 square miles or 4568.3 square kilometers) experiences more than
10 visitors on peak days during the summer. The remaining 64% of all wilderness area
trails (3149 square miles or 8187.4 square kilometers) experience fewer than 10 visitors
per day on peak summer days. A summary table of all each wilderness area’s visitor use
levels with the one-mile buffer is provided as Appendix D.
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Figure 2-4: Cartogram Distortion of Wilderness Area Shape by Peak Daily Summer OnTrail Visitor Use and Miles of Trail Used in Colorado’s USDA Forest Service
Wilderness Areas

2.3.3

Spatial data integration
None of the wilderness areas have 100% of any location where standards are

exceeded occurring where peak daily summer visitor use is very high (greater than 120).
Additionally, none of the wilderness areas have 100% of their very high peak daily
summer visitor use occurring where standards are exceeded.
Locations where standards are exceeded were then summed and compared to the
combined medium (10-59), high (60-119), and very high (greater than 120) peak daily
summer visitor use levels. The standard that is exceeded the most according to the visitor
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use estimates is social encounters. 92% of all locations where social encounters exceed
standards occur where peak daily summer visitor use is greater than 10. 27% of visitor
use greater than 10 occurs where social encounters are exceeding standards. Social
encounter standards are defined in each wilderness area’s Forest Plan for each portion of
their recreation opportunity spectrum (see Table 2-1).
Overall, 53% of system trails (188 miles or 300.8 kilometers), 66% of campsite
areas (150 areas), 92% of social encounters (328 miles or 524.8 kilometers), 46% of
social trails (108 trails), and 50% of other locations (37 miles or 59.2 kilometers)
exceeding standards occur where peak daily summer visitor use is greater than 10. For
peak daily summer visitor use greater than 10, 16% occurs where system trails exceed
standards, 27% occur where social encounters exceed standards, and 3% occurs where
other locations exceed standards. A summary table is provided below as Table 2-3.
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Table 2-3: Summary of Exceeding Standard and Visitor Use Spatial Data Integration
% of Visitor
Medium
Use Level
Very
to Very
Medium:
High:
Low:
% of
High:
High
10-59
60-119
< 10
Exceeding
> 120
Summed:
Standard
> 10
12%
26%
1%
16%
84%
System Trails:
trail miles
30%
17%
6%
53%
47%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Campsites:
number of areas
45%
16%
5%
66%
34%
15%
53%
2%
27%
73%
Social Encounters:
trail miles
38%
35%
19%
92%
8%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Social Trails:
number of trails
31%
10%
5%
46%
54%
3%
4%
0%
3%
97%
Other:
trail miles
31%
14%
5%
50%
50%
NA = not applicable; campsite areas and social trails are recorded as number
encountered in a visitor use level, not in linear measurements, and therefore a
percentage of total visitor use length cannot be calculated.

2.4

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This study validated the need for regular statewide assessment of wilderness
areas. Routinely conducting statewide assessments such as this would aid in the retention
of manager knowledge. At the 2011 Wilderness Manager’s Winter Meeting in Golden,
Colorado, a summary of the final dataset was presented. Without this dataset, much of the
information concerning campsite monitoring efforts, locations where standards are
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exceeded, and visitor use levels would have been lost with the retirement or relocation of
the managers originally interviewed.
This study also demonstrates the need for and informs the decisions about
interventions to uphold the legislated qualities of wilderness. This project illustrates the
high levels of visitor use and high rates of social encounters found within Colorado’s
wilderness areas. If one purpose of wilderness designation is to protect solitude, how can
managers justify having days with more than one hundred twenty visitors on a single
trail? This will perhaps be the greatest challenge wilderness managers in Colorado will
have to face in the future. In order to protect the integrity of wilderness and to prevent the
type of litigation currently facing the National Park Service at Yosemite National Park,
the Forest Service may want to examine its clearly defined social encounter limits
provided in each Forest Plan and evaluate them based on current use, infrastructure,
current population density, and future population models. Managers can then make three
decisions: 1) determine if defined standards have no basis on what the current conditions
are and should be modified; 2) redistribute visitor use; 3) manage visitor expectations
through education and infrastructure.
Another purpose of wilderness designation is to protect areas from the
encroachment of development and the absence of human influences. Visitors may be
avoiding locations where other standards are exceeded. These other locations include
historic roads and buildings, stock driveways, and density of trails. Managers should
continue to educate visitors about what to expect in the backcountry so that they are not
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dissatisfied when they come across a cabin when they are hoping to have a true
wilderness experience.
One of the strengths of the participatory mapping technique with a defined group
of managers and rangers is that it was both straightforward and efficient. The average
interview, including a complete inventory of campsite monitoring data at each ranger
district, lasted approximately 45 minutes. Only ranger districts with multiple wilderness
areas under their jurisdiction lasted more than an hour. The use of a tablet laptop and
ESRI’s ArcGIS was highly successful as well. The most common method for collecting
data through this process was to have the manager identify the locations and then guide
the researcher in drawing the polygon on the computer. This also increased the efficiency
of data collection since training of managers on how to use the stylus and data input was
eliminated.
Using a standardized system of collecting data for all areas allows for a statewide
comparison of each wilderness area. These maps show where resource conditions are
being impacted beyond defined standards within wilderness areas as well as what visitor
use levels are across the state. Regional managers now have the ability to look for
statewide patterns. Are the standards being exceeded due to design flaws such as trail
location or due to visitor use levels higher than the site’s capacity? Perhaps both design
flaws and visitor use levels are combining to result in the standard being exceeded. The
maps can also be used for making management decisions such as changes to travel plans,
implementing visitor use management techniques, or planning summer maintenance
projects.
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CHAPTER 3
ASSESSMENT OF COLORADO’S WILDERNESS AREAS USING
REMOTENESS MODELING
3.1

INTRODUCTION

What is wilderness? Wilderness has a different definition for every individual, or,
as Nash (1982) states, “one man’s wilderness is another’s roadside picnic ground.” The
Wilderness Act of 1964 has served as a legislative definition of wilderness within the
United States. Some definitions of wilderness provided in Section 2(c) of the Wilderness
Act that relate to this project include areas that are (emphasis added):
“…in contrast with those areas where man and his works dominate the
landscape…”
“…underdeveloped Federal land retaining its primeval character and influence…”
“…without permanent improvements or human habitation...”
“…with the imprint of man’s work substantially unnoticeable…”
There are even contradictions within the legislated definition since some of the
wilderness areas designated under the act do not meet all of the criteria (e.g., the Pelican
Island Wilderness Area in Florida is only six acres in size versus the minimum of five
thousand acres mentioned in the act). Several authors have attempted to create an
academic definition of wilderness (Hendee et al. 1990; Leopold 1921; Nash 1982), but no
universally accepted or applicable definition exists. However, according the Lesslie and
Malsen (1985), there appear to be two prevalent concepts underlying the definition of
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wilderness which depend on one’s philosophical worldview: anthropocentric verses
biocentric. The anthropocentric concept defines wilderness as areas devoid of humans, or
“remote.” The biocentric concept defines wilderness as areas that have been preserved in
their original natural state, or “primitive.” Both of these definitions are necessary and
need to be used together for a complete definition of wilderness (Lesslie and Malsen
1985).
In order to map the wilderness of Australia, Lesslie et al. (1988) define wilderness
as “undeveloped land which is relatively remote, and relatively undisturbed by the
process and influence of settled people.” This provides a definition of wilderness that can
be spatially mapped according to its proximity to settlement, or its “remoteness.” Since
most anthropocentric uses of the land are easily mapped, “remoteness” from settlement is
an easy way of spatially analyzing wilderness.
The more remote an area is, the harder it is to approach and enter. By analyzing
an area’s distance from human development including population centers, roads,
railways, and trailheads, we can measure its remoteness. Does an area which is easily
accessible experience high levels of visitor use? High levels of visitor use can lead to
high numbers of social encounters and potential resource impacts and can create
situations where USDA Forest Service social and resource condition standards are
exceeded. The proper recreation opportunity spectrum (Clark and Stankey 1979; ROS)
classification will help managers protect the resource and provide users with plenty of
outdoor recreation opportunities and shape users’ expectations while identifying
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substitute areas when needed. Remoteness, therefore, is an important indicator of the
condition of wilderness for any given area (Fritz and Carver 2000).
Simple GIS-based accessibility models often start by assuming equal ease of
travel in all directions (Flanagan and Anderson 2008; Kliskey 1994). When considering
accessibility from point, line or area origin features, the simplest solution is to draw
buffer zones of a specific width to define zones of equal distance from the features. The
linear distance or proximity to the nearest features is calculated on isotropic surfaces.
These models fail to take slope and changes of terrain into consideration.
More complex approaches have been developed that employ network analysis
techniques that take into account the effect of road and other transport networks on
accessibility calculations (Uchida and Nelson 2009). These models calculate travel times
through the network according to impedance values that have been set for network layers
based on factors such as gradient and speed limit. However, these models are constrained
to the network and assume equal ease of travel in all directions once the point on the
network nearest to the destination has been reached (equal decay of access as distance
increases).
In order to give better estimates of remoteness in the context of off-road
pedestrian travel, terrain variables such as gradient need to be applied to the network
analysis techniques. Fritz and Carver (2000) incorporate relevant cost (such as steep
terrain) and push (such as a roads) factors into pedestrian specific access models within
GIS to better estimate remoteness for a given roadless area using a friction surface when
defining two-dimensional cost surfaces (Schneider 1994).
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According to Fritz and Carter (2000), current methods of estimating off-road
travel times rely heavily on guesswork, local knowledge and the manual application of
Naismith's Rule. Their GIS model is based on integrating Naismith's Rule (1892) with
Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm (1959) to generate anisotropic isochrone surfaces that
describe remoteness within roadless areas. When combined with network analysis
techniques, their model can be used to show a continuum of remoteness from the center
of a population to the most remote area in a region. This method of determining off-road
access times produces highly visual and communicative maps of remoteness drawn as
anisotropic isochrone surfaces.
A “remoteness” surface of Colorado was developed in ArcGIS 10.0 software
(Esri, Inc., 2010) to model the effects of public roads, terrain, and water on access by foot
travel across the state based on the work of Carver et al. (2008). The model assumed an
average walking time of 3.1 miles per hour (5 kilometers per hour or 0.72 seconds per
meter) on perfectly smooth ground and adjusts speed according to positive or negative
slopes. The model also incorporates barriers to foot travel such as slopes greater then
forty-five degrees, rivers and lakes, and private property. This surface was modeled on
two scales: 1) statewide based on a thirty-meter digital elevation model (DEM); 2)
individual wilderness areas based on ten-meter DEMs. The relative results of the two
models varied due to the differences in the scale of the DEMs. Once complete, analysis
on the relationships between remoteness, wilderness area designation, and peak daily
summer visitor use levels were conducted.
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3.2

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

The two main components of the methodology which was utilized to create
remoteness models for wilderness areas in the state of Colorado are described below:
3.2.1 Determination and Calculation of Distance
Decay Weights for Features
Distance decay weights for access features were based on the research of Carver
and Fritz (1998), Flanagan and Anderson (2008), and Uchida and Nelson (2009). Access
features are those that provide ease of travel to and within a landscape such as roads,
railways, and trails. Access along these features is high. As a person walks away from the
feature, it is assumed that accessibility becomes diminished and remoteness increases. An
access feature will have a negative effect on the remoteness of the area immediately
surrounding it. Weights can be assigned to features according to the amount of
accessibility they provide (e.g., an interstate vs. a trail). Features that restrict access and
increase remoteness (biophysical features such as dense vegetation and prevalent weather
patterns) or even prevent access (barrier features such as lakes and major rivers) were
given weights as appropriate and when data is available.
3.2.2 Calculation of Time to Travel Across
Digital Elevation Model
Fritz and Carver’s (2000) model integrates Naismith's Rule with Dijkstra's
Shortest Path Algorithm (Aho et al., 1974; Sedgewick, 1984) to calculate the time it takes
to traverse a set of square grid cells in a digital elevation model (DEM). By using a DEM,
the model is able to take gradient and slope direction relative to the direction of travel
into account. This approach can be used to calculate the time taken to walk from single
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or multiple origin points to any destination on the terrain surface (Fritz and Carver 2000).
However, the vertical accuracy of a DEM is limited (e.g., the vertical accuracy of a 7.5
minute 30 meter DEM is 7 to 15 meters).
3.2.2.1 Naismith's Rule
Naismith's Rule has been used for over 100 years to estimate the time required to
walk a specified distance over rough terrain. In metric terms, the rule is that a fit person
should be able to walk 5 kilometers per hour on level ground with half an hour being
added for every three hundred meters of ascent (Naismith 1892). Several refinements
have been made to Naismith’s Rule since 1892, including adjustments for fatigue, fitness,
ground conditions, etc (Aitken 1977; Rees 2004). Langmuir (1984) introduced the
following refinements to include the fact that steep downhill slopes cannot be covered as
quickly as the corresponding distance on level terrain:
1. Subtract 10 minutes per 300 meters of descent for slopes between 5 and 12
degrees.
2. Add 10 minutes per 300 m descent for slopes greater than 12 degree.
This rule is generally applicable for reasonably fit hill walkers and mountaineers
negotiating typical terrain under typical weather conditions and recent studies have
validated the rule over a range of terrain and distances (Carver and Fritz 2000).
3.2.2.2 Dijkstra's Shortest Path Algorithm
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm (1959) can be used to calculate the shortest
possible path from an origin to any destination in a study region based on the relative
costs of movement through a matrix or set of grid cells lying between the origin and
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destination. Dijkstra’s algorithm is generally accepted to work well under most
situations.
While Dijkstra's algorithm has been described in detail elsewhere (Fritz and
Carver 2000; Rees 2004; Sedgewick 1984) the algorithm works by considering the
relative costs of moving through each of the cells in a matrix (the proof of the algorithm
can be found in Aho et al. 1974). Cost or friction surfaces can be developed as
impedance values in the cell matrix to represent slope, vegetation, and weather conditions
if data is available. Fritz and Carver (1998) use four difference matrices (height, distance,
trace, and result) to implement Naismith’s Rule within Dijkstra’s algorithm. The process
can be fully automated within the Arc/Info GRID module using macros and C programs.
Fritz and Carver (1998) also modify the basic algorithm by altering values in the distance
matrix so that relative distances are increased for ascents and steep descents, or decreased
for slight descents, by the application of Naismith’s Rule and Langmuir’s correction
relative to direction of travel. This methodology assumes that the walker takes the least
cost route to travel across the terrain surface from origin to destination.
Fritz and Carver (2000) provide further improvements to the model such as
modifications that allow the calculation of relative travel times from either multiple
points of origin and/or from linear access features such as roads and trails. Biophysical
factors affecting travel times can be incorporated into the algorithm by modifying the
distance matrix according to additional cost or push factors by assigning positive or
negative weights to represent the effects of vegetation cover and prevalent weather
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conditions. Rivers, lakes and cliffs can be excluded from travel time consideration with
null values (Fritz and Carver 1998).
3.2.3

Development of Remoteness Model
The Utah State University Remote Sensing/Geographic Information Systems

Laboratory (RE/GIS Lab) was hired to produce a “remoteness” surface of Colorado to
model the effect of public roads, terrain, and water on access by foot travel across the
state based on the work of Carver et al. (2008). The model assumes an average walking
time of 1.6 miles per hour on perfectly smooth ground and adjusts speed according to
positive or negative slopes. The model also incorporates barriers to foot travel such as
slopes greater then forty-five degrees, rivers and lakes, and private property. This surface
is modeled on two scales: 1) statewide based on a 30-meter digital elevation model
(DEM); 2) individual wilderness areas based on 10-meter DEMs. The relative results of
the two models varied due to the differences in the scale of the DEMs. Once complete,
analysis on the relationship between remoteness, wilderness area designation, and peak
daily summer visitor use levels was conducted. A copy of the project report produced by
the RS/GIS Lab is included as Appendix E.
3.3

RESULTS

The differences between the spatial resolutions of the two DEMs resulted in two
different models. The most remote portion of the 30-meter DEM, used for the statewide
analysis, is a 1.5 hours walk from any public road based. The most remote portion of the
10-meter DEM, used for the Forest Service wilderness area analysis, is a 6 hour walk
from any public road. The smaller 10-meter resolution DEM is more accurate due to a
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smaller cell size that takes into account steep terrain, major water bodies, and private land
that is smaller than 30 meters.
The statewide 30-meter DEM model resulted in 97% (100,938 square miles or
262,438.8 square kilometers) of all land area is within 30 minutes walking time, 2%
(1887 square miles or 4906.2 square kilometers) takes at least 30 minutes to an hour
walking time, and 0.1% (63 square miles or 163.8 square kilometers) takes at least 1 to
1.5 hours walking time. The Weminuche Wilderness Area, the largest in the state,
accounts for 48% (30 square miles or 78 square kilometers) of the most remote (more
than an hour walking time). The distribution of remoteness across Colorado is illustrated
in Figure 3-1. A map of the remoteness model is provided in Appendix F.
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Figure 3-1: Distribution of Walking Time Remoteness across Colorado based on 30meter Digital Elevation Model of Terrain.

At the 10-meter DEM resolution, 28% (1362 square miles or 3541.2 square
kilometers) of all Forest Service wilderness area land in Colorado is within an hour’s
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walk of public roads, 39% (1912 square miles or 4971.2 square kilometers) takes at least
a 1 to 2 hour’s walk, 21% (1035 square miles or 2691 square kilometers) takes at least a 2
to 3 hour’s walk, 6% (318 square miles or 826.8 square kilometers) takes at least a 3 to 4
hour’s walk, 2% (92 square miles or 239.2 square kilometers) takes at least a 4 to 5
hour’s walk, and 0.3% (15 square miles or 39 square kilometers) takes at least a 5 to 6
hour’s walk. The largest space of land within the 5 to 6 hour walking time category is a
military complex in southeastern Colorado which is closed to public access. Every
portion of the Cache la Poudre Wilderness Area is within an hour’s walk from public
roads. Only the South San Juan and Weminuche Wilderness Areas contained locations
within the 5 to 6 hour walking time category. The distribution of remoteness across
Forest Service wilderness areas in Colorado is illustrated in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: Distribution of Walking Time Remoteness across USDA Forest Service
Wilderness Areas in Colorado based on 10-meter Digital Elevation Model of Terrain.
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For system trails, 28% (935 miles or 1496 kilometers) are within an hour’s walk
of public roads, 40% (1322 miles or 2115.2 kilometers) are within a 1 to 2 hour’s walk,
21% (693 miles or 1108.8 kilometers) takes at least a 2 to 3 hour’s walk, 7% (243 miles
or 388.8 kilometers) takes at least a 3 to 4 hour’s walk, 2% (65 miles or 104 kilometers)
takes at least a 4 to 5 hour’s walk, and 0.2% (6 miles or 9.6 kilometers) takes at least a 5
to 6 hour’s walk. In summary, only the South San Juan and Weminuche Wilderness
Areas contained system trails within the 5 to 6 hour walking time category. The
distribution of remoteness along system trails is illustrated in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3: Distribution of Walking Time Remoteness on USDA Forest Service System
Trails in Wilderness Areas in Colorado based on 10-meter Digital Elevation Model of
Terrain.

3.4

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Remoteness is a precious commodity in wilderness. The model developed in this
portion of the project illustrates just how little remoteness is left in Colorado. By utilizing
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this model, managers may be able to protect the last great remote places in the state. The
model can also be used in the decision making process for opening or closing travel
routes, whether they are foot and stock trails within the wilderness or motorized routes
outside its boundaries.
The model can also be combined with population density data to model “use-pressure”
across the state. “Use-pressure” is the pressure a wilderness area may experience based
on its relative location to a large population. Are the wilderness areas closest to higher
population densities less remote and therefore experiencing higher use? Population
density forecasts can be incorporated to develop predictive models to show how “usepressure” will change and its effects on remoteness across Colorado. Additionally, factors
such as the affect of vegetation cover on off-trail travel speed could be included to
produce a more accurate model. Furthermore, this model, thanks to the efforts by the
RS/GIS Lab, can easily be applied to other states and even a nationwide assessment of
remoteness.
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CHAPTER 4
OVERALL DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1

CONNECTING VISITOR USE TO REMOTENESS

In order to compare visitor use levels with remoteness, ArcGIS was then used to
clip remoteness levels from chapter three by wilderness area boundaries and to clip peak
daily summer on-trail visitor use levels from chapter two. System trail lengths were
clipped by remoteness levels and rounded to the nearest mile due to defined standard
lengths and accuracy limitations related to using the tablet laptop, and then reported in
percentages of total mileage of overlap of remoteness within visitor use levels.
For peak daily summer on-trail visitor use levels and walking times, the majority
of the system trails that receive low visitor use (less than 10 visitors) and medium visitor
use (10-59 visitors) are within one to two hours walking time. The majority of system
trails that receive high visitor use (60-119 visitors) and very high visitor use (more than
120 visitors) are within an hour’s walking time. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 illustrate the
distribution of remoteness and peak daily summer visitor use levels from chapter two on
system trails with Forest Service wilderness areas.

4.2

IMPLICATIONS FOR LOCAL WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT

Areas with high to very high visitor use that occur within areas with high
remoteness need to be examined in order to identify features or “magnets” that are
potentially attracting visitors to access these highly remote areas in such large numbers.
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Figure 4-1: Distribution of remoteness and visitor use levels within Forest Service
Wilderness Areas in Colorado
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Figure 4-2: Distribution of visitor use levels within remoteness levels in Forest Service
Wilderness Areas of Colorado
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For Colorado, these are typically the “fourteeners” or mountain peaks which are fourteen
thousand feet (4.3 kilometers) above sea level. Several non-peak locations, however, are
also extremely popular such as alpine lakes and unique geological features. Some of these
features attract high numbers of visitors despite their high remoteness. However, as the
remoteness model illustrates, a location’s popularity is most often influenced by the
infrastructure put in place by the Forest Service.
All of the data for each individual wilderness area from these projects have been
reported to wilderness managers across Colorado. With this information, these managers
have a snapshot of the conditions, use, and remoteness of the individual area that they
manage. This information is already being used to educate seasonal rangers, new
employees, and manager supervisors on the characteristics of each area. As with campsite
monitoring, this project should be repeated at the local level on a regular basis. This will
allow managers to identify important trends or shifts in resource conditions, use, and
remoteness and assess the impact of management decisions.
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4.3

IMPLICATIONS FOR REGIONAL WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT

These projects identify wilderness conditions, use, and remoteness across the state
of Colorado. This information identifies where people are going based on manager
perceptions as well the current infrastructure for public access. With the addition of a
population density factor to the remoteness model and close examination by individual
managers to identify areas where remoteness is high but visitor use is also high, regional
managers will have a strong understanding of the demand for wilderness across
Colorado. They will be able to answer the question, “Where are people going?” on three
levels: 1) use due to infrastructure through the remoteness model; 2) use due to
population density through an expanded remoteness model; 3) use due to unique features
or locations that attract a high amount of use despite a relatively high remoteness.
The results of the projects demonstrate the need to complete such analyses at the
state or region level. Regional managers are already using data from this project in their
decision-making process and to focus regional efforts. Overall, Forest Service wilderness
managers need to focus on three things: 1) managing social encounters in order to protect
solitude; 2) ensuring that the resource and wilderness experience is protected at locations
where peak daily summer on-trail visitor use is greater than one hundred twenty visitors
and; and 3) managing travel routes and access points to protect the diminishing
remoteness of wilderness areas.
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CAMPSITE MONITORING INVENTORY
Introduction
Campsite monitoring is routinely conducted by wilderness managers, rangers, and
seasonal staff in wilderness areas across the state of Colorado. In most wilderness areas,
various protocols and methods have been used over time. The main objectives of
campsite monitoring are to locate and measure impacts at sites where visitors camp.
Monitoring these sites allows managers to measure trends and make well-informed
management decisions. Many wilderness managers divide their wilderness area into
compartments and monitor campsites in different compartments each year. Most
managers attempt to complete an inventory on each compartment every five years.
Regional managers are interested in inventorying all campsite monitoring events across
the state to gain a better understanding of the extent of monitoring attempts and the
condition of the data. This allows them to make more informed decisions on where to
focus regional efforts.
Methods
With the use of a questionnaire, which is provided at the end of this report, an
inventory of existing campsite data was completed with each ranger district by
interviewing wilderness managers and rangers. Each campsite monitoring event was
reviewed to determine the year, methodology, extent, georeferencing, and condition of
the data. Preliminary findings were summarized and reported to each wilderness
manager and ranger for their review. Findings were revised and presented at the 2010
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Region 2 Wilderness Manager’s Winter Meeting. Additional corrections were made
resulting in a final inventory of each wilderness area.
Results and Discussion
Overall, most wilderness areas have conducted campsite monitoring at some point
during their history. However, most of these monitoring events have not been digitized
and georeferenced. The Mount Sneffels Wilderness Area has never conducted campsite
monitoring. Byers Peak, James Peak, Ptarmigan Peak, and Spanish Peaks Wilderness
Areas are being monitored for the first time during 2009 and 2010. Once data has been
digitized, more analysis needs to be conducted to monitor trends. The inventories of all
campsite monitoring events conducted in each wilderness area were provided to each
wilderness manager.
Analysis of Campsite Monitoring and Number of Wilderness Areas over Time
Campsite monitoring events conducted over time were then graphed in various
ways to illustrate any differences between the numbers of monitoring events conducted
with the number of existing wilderness areas through time. Figure 1 illustrates the
number of campsite monitoring events completed by each ranger district compared with
the total number of ranger districts with existing wilderness areas. Since intensive
campsite monitoring events are routinely conducted at five-year intervals, Figure 2
illustrates the number of monitoring events completed by each ranger district with a fiveyear lifetime for the data compared with the total number of ranger districts with existing
wilderness areas. Figure 3 illustrates the number of wilderness areas that had a
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monitoring event completed within every ranger district within its boundary and includes
a five-year data legacy.

Figure 1: Campsite monitoring events completed by each Ranger District compared with
the total number of Ranger Districts with existing Wilderness Areas in Colorado
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Figure 2: Campsite monitoring events completed by each Ranger District with a five-year
data lifetime compared with the total number of Ranger Districts with Wilderness Areas
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Figure 3: Wilderness Areas with a campsite monitoring event completed within every
Ranger District within its boundary with a five-year data lifetime
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Overall, establishment of wilderness areas has outpaced the number of campsite
monitoring events conducted. A surge of campsite monitoring events occurred in 2009
due to focused efforts at the regional level.
Condition-Effort Rating System
Each campsite monitoring event was evaluated and given a rating based on its
condition and the effort required to bring the data into a digital format, mapped within
GIS, inputted into the Forest Service’s Infrastructure Application database (INFRA), and
submitted to Forest GIS personnel. A ten-point rating was used, with 0 being optimal and
9 representing data that is in poor condition (Table 1). These ratings provide an estimate
of the amount of time and effort required to bring the data to optimal condition. The
higher the rating, the greater the effort will be to digitize and submit the data to the
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INFRA database and GIS personnel. These ratings can be used to prioritize and schedule
any efforts to work on the datasets.

Table 1: Condition-Effort Rating
0 Data is digital and GIS files are complete, in INFRA database, and submitted to
Forest Service GIS personnel.
1 Data is digital and GIS files are complete but needs to be reviewed.
2 Data is digital but needs to be georeferenced in GIS using GPS/coordinates.
3 Data is digital but needs to be georeferenced in GIS using map markings/location
sketches.
4 Data is digital but needs to be reviewed for any spatial references for georeferencing
in GIS.
5 Data needs to be digitized but has been georeferenced in GIS.
6 Data needs to be digitized and georeferenced in GIS using GPS/coordinates.
7 Data needs to be digitized and georeferenced in GIS using map markings/location
sketches
8 Data needs to be digitized and reviewed for any spatial references for georeferencing
in GIS.
9 Data needs to be reviewed before digitizing and georeferencing can begin (Unknowns
and Code-a-Sites).

The number of campsite inventories conducted as well as the total and mean
condition-effort ratings of each wilderness area are provided in Table 2 below. The
ratings of each individual campsite monitoring event dataset for all wilderness areas were
provided to each wilderness area manager.
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Table 2: Campsite Inventories by Wilderness Area with Total and Mean Condition-Effort
Rating
Wilderness Area
# sum mean Wilderness Area
#
sum mean
Buffalo Peaks
4
23
6 Mount Massive
8
53
7
Byers Peak
1
2
2 Mount Sneffels
0
NA
NA
Cache la Poudre
2
11
6 Mount Zirkel
6
32
5
Collegiate Peaks
17 126
7 Neota
2
9
5
Comanche Peak
2
11
6 Never Summer
3
16
5
Eagles Nest
7
33
5 Powderhorn
1
2
2
Flat Tops
6
26
4 Ptarmigan Peak
1
2
2
Fossil Ridge
2
3
2 Raggeds
9
55
6
Greenhorn Mountain
2
9
5 Rawah
2
8
4
Holy Cross
12
73
6 Sangre de Cristo
7
32
5
Hunter-Fryingpan
21
92
4 Sarvis Creek
2
4
2
Indian Peaks
9
55
6 South San Juan
15
15
1
James Peak
2
4
2 Spanish Peaks
1
2
2
La Garita
10
46
5 Uncompahgre
7
35
5
Lizard Head
6
26
4 Vasquez Peak
2
10
5
Lost Creek
4
12
3 Weminuche
29
29
1
Maroon Bells-Snowmass 36 165
5 West Elk
6
38
6
Mount Evans
3
3
1 TOTAL
254 1097
4

The Maroon Bells-Snowmass and Collegiate Peaks Wilderness Areas have had
numerous campsite monitoring events conducted. However, little of the data have been
digitized, georeferenced, and submitted to the INFRA database and GIS personnel. Many
wilderness areas such as Spanish Peaks have had only one or two campsite monitoring
events conducted and little effort is needed to achieve a condition-effort rating of zero.
The Weminuche Wilderness Area has conducted numerous campsite monitoring events
and has been able to reach an average condition-effort ration of one. Figures 4 and 5
illustrate the distribution of condition-effort ratings of all campsite monitoring events and
mean wilderness area ratings. The mean rating for all campsite monitoring datasets and
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average wilderness areas is four. Fifty-nine campsite monitoring datasets received a
condition-effort rating of seven.

Number of Monitoring Datasets

Figure 4: Distribution of all Campsite Monitoring Datasets by Condition-Effort Rating
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Figure 5: Distribution of Mean Wilderness Area Condition-Effort Ratings
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Data Gaps
As previously stated, campsites in the Mount Sneffels Wilderness Area have
never been monitored. The Byers Peak, James Peak, Ptarmigan Peak, and Spanish Peaks
Wilderness Areas were reported as being monitored for the first time during 2009 and
2010. The Gunnison Ranger District did not have any record of a campsite monitoring
event being conducted on their portion of the Raggeds Wilderness Area. The Conejos
Peak Ranger District did not have any record of a campsite monitoring being conducted
on their portion of the Sangre de Cristo Wilderness Area.
Management Implications
Managers may consider reviewing their inventories and ensuring that each
wilderness area they manage has had a campsite monitoring event conducted in each
section. Each wilderness manager should strive to complete the data management steps
after an inventory is conducted to achieve a condition-effort rating of 0. Regional
managers may want to focus efforts on assisting wilderness managers with completing
the data management steps for all legacy data, especially those still on paper. Perhaps a
trained data manager could travel to each ranger district to assist in completing the data
management steps such as campsite “rapid assessment” teams did in the summer of 2009
to help wilderness managers conduct campsite monitoring events.
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Campsite Data Inventory Questionnaire
Name:__________________________________Wilderness Area:_________________
1. Have campsites been inventoried across the entire portion of the wilderness you
are responsible for—or just a part of it (like the east half but not the west)?
a.

Which portions have and have not been inventoried?

2. In the portions that have been inventoried, have campsites been inventoried in
likely off-trail destinations or has the inventory been confined to trail corridors?
a. Which trails have not been inventoried, if any?
b. Which likely off-trail destinations have and have not been inventoried?
3. In those places where campsites have been inventoried (whether along trails or
off-trail), have personnel wandered around and tried to find and inventory all
campsites? Or have any of the following been done:
a.

Not searched widely for campsites (some are located and some are not)

b. Lightly-impacted campsites not inventoried
c. Only monitored sites that were recorded in a previous inventory
4. When were campsites first monitored and how frequently have they been
monitored since?
This will probably vary across the wilderness - just to get a general sense (e.g. these
two drainages have been monitored twice—first in 1980 and then in 2000;
everywhere else just once in 2000).
5. What monitoring protocol was used?
Can I obtain a copy of a filled-out form, for verification of what was done?
6. Where are the data and are they in electronic format?
(1) Where to obtain the data?
(2) How much work is involved in data entry?
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APPENDIX B:
Identified Locations where Standards are Exceeded
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Locations where Standards are Exceeding in USDA Forest Service Wilderness Areas in Colorado
Total
System
Campsite
Social
Social Trails
Other
Trails
Trails
Locations Encounters
Wilderness Area
% of
% of
miles miles total
areas
miles total miles areas miles areas
trails
trails
Buffalo Peaks
24
4 17%
Byers Peak
15
2
2 13%
1
2
Cache La Poudre
2
1 50%
1
Collegiate Peaks
141
37 26%
8
24 17%
17
2
5
2
Comanche Peak
85
8
9%
1
18 21%
Eagles Nest
157
14
9%
10
26 17%
9
1
6
Flat Tops
305
19
6%
9
5
1
1
Fossil Ridge
28
7 25%
10
5
2
Greenhorn Mountain
17
Holy Cross
124
15 12%
11
11
9%
11
Hunter-Fryingpan
67
3
4%
2
16
Indian Peaks
97
7
7%
13
45 46%
7
2
James Peak
20
10
9 45%
1
2
La Garita
156
13
8%
15
6
4%
11
2
Lizard Head
34
4 12%
2
5 15%
5
Lost Creek
99
3
3%
4
14 14%
7
8
Maroon Bells-Snowmass
173
27 16%
14
57 33%
36
7
Mount Evans
77
4
5%
2
15 19%
5
3
Mount Massive
33
8 24%
1
8 24%
10
3
Mount Sneffels
17
2 12%
3
4 24%
3
Mount Zirkel
157
19 12%
15
15 10%
32
1
Neota
1
1 100%
Never Summer
37
4
16 43%
1
2
Powderhorn
13
1
Ptarmigan Peak
15
2 13%
4
1
Raggeds
60
5
8%
2
20
4
Rawah
78
3
4%
2
23 29%
4
Sangre de Cristo
159
16 10%
37
15
9%
36
1
Sarvis Creek
19
2
4
South San Juan
213
21 10%
12
8
6
Spanish Peaks
16
8
Uncompahgre
135
23 17%
12
20 15%
2
14
Vasquez Peak
11
3
Weminuche
481
72 15%
23
25
5%
23
20
8
West Elk
221
20
9%
30
3
4
1
Totals
3,287
358 11%
227
358 11%
319
40
74
6
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Peak Daily Summer Visitor Use Level Mileage in USDA Forest Service Wilderness Areas in Colorado
High:
Total
Medium:
Very High:
60 – 119
Sum
Trails 10 – 59 visitors
> 120 visitors
visitors
Wilderness Area
% of
% of
% of
% of
miles miles
total
miles
total
miles
total
miles
total
trails
trails
trails
trails
Buffalo Peaks
24
9
38%
9
38%
Byers Peak
15
2
13%
1
7%
3
20%
Cache La Poudre
2
2
100%
2
100%
Collegiate Peaks
141
36
26%
19
13%
7
5%
62
44%
Comanche Peak
85
13
15%
2
2%
4
5%
19
22%
Eagles Nest
157
72
46%
9
6%
16
10%
97
62%
Flat Tops
305
113
37%
19
6%
132
43%
Fossil Ridge
28
11
39%
11
39%
Greenhorn Mountain
17
4
24%
4
24%
Holy Cross
124
52
42%
12
10%
7
6%
71
57%
Hunter-Fryingpan
67
10
15%
7
10%
17
25%
Indian Peaks
97
38
39%
5
5%
5
5%
48
49%
James Peak
20
7
35%
2
10%
9
45%
La Garita
156
33
21%
2
1%
35
22%
Lizard Head
34
8
24%
4
12%
12
35%
Lost Creek
99
8
8%
4
4%
12
12%
Maroon Bells-Snowmass
173
44
25%
48
28%
23
13%
115
66%
Mount Evans
77
14
18%
4
5%
18
23%
Mount Massive
33
3
9%
8
24% (0.5)
(2%)
11
33%
Mount Sneffels
17
2
12%
4
24%
6
35%
Mount Zirkel
157
17
11%
10
6%
27
17%
Neota
1
1
100%
1
100%
Never Summer
37
13
35%
13
35%
Powderhorn
13
0
0%
Ptarmigan Peak
15
3
20%
3
20%
Raggeds
60
8
13%
8
13%
Rawah
78
20
26%
11
14%
31
40%
Sangre de Cristo
159
74
47%
3
2%
3
2%
80
50%
Sarvis Creek
19
2
11%
2
11%
South San Juan
213
47
22%
2
1%
49
23%
Spanish Peaks
16
4
25%
2
13%
6
38%
Uncompahgre
135
38
28%
8
6%
46
34%
Vasquez Peak
11
6
55%
6
55%
Weminuche
481
176
37%
53
11%
229
48%
West Elk
221
16
7%
16
7%
Totals
3,287
906
28%
235
7%
69
2% 1,210
37%
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APPENDIX D:
Buffered Peak Daily Summer Visitor Use Levels Table
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Peak Daily Summer Visitor Use Level Area in USDA Forest Service Wilderness Areas in Colorado
High:
Total
Medium:
Very High:
60 – 119
Sum
Area
10 – 59 visitors
> 120 visitors
visitors
Wilderness Area
% of
% of
% of
% of
2
2
2
2
miles
total
miles
total
miles
total
miles
total
miles2
area
area
area
area
Buffalo Peaks
64
14
22%
14
22%
Byers Peak
14
7
29%
3
22%
7
51%
Cache La Poudre
15
3
20%
3
20%
Collegiate Peaks
261
52
20%
28
11%
11
4%
91
35%
Comanche Peak
106
17
16%
4
4%
6
6%
27
25%
Eagles Nest
211
77
37%
20
9%
27
13%
124
59%
Flat Tops
361
157
43%
29
8%
186
51%
Fossil Ridge
50
17
34%
17
34%
Greenhorn Mountain
36
5
14%
5
14%
Holy Cross
192
73
38%
23
12%
15
8%
111
58%
Hunter-Fryingpan
129
18
14%
12
9%
30
23%
Indian Peaks
116
47
40%
7
6%
8
7%
62
53%
James Peak
27
8
30%
5
19%
13
48%
La Garita
198
48
24%
6
3%
54
27%
Lizard Head
64
11
17%
8
12%
19
30%
Lost Creek
180
17
9%
6
3%
23
13%
Maroon Bells-Snowmass
285
65
23%
58
20%
39
14%
162
57%
Mount Evans
115
26
23%
6
5%
32
28%
Mount Massive
41
5
12%
9
22%
3
7%
17
41%
Mount Sneffels
26
2
8%
4
16%
6
23%
Mount Zirkel
251
27
11%
10
4%
37
15%
Neota
15
3
19%
3
19%
Never Summer
33
17
52%
17
52%
Powderhorn
23
0
0%
Ptarmigan Peak
20
5
25%
5
25%
Raggeds
100
14
14%
14
14%
Rawah
116
28
24%
20
17%
48
41%
Sangre de Cristo
273
99
36%
5
2%
6
2%
110
40%
Sarvis Creek
69
5
7%
5
7%
South San Juan
251
78
31%
4
2%
82
33%
Spanish Peaks
30
13
43%
5
17%
18
60%
Uncompahgre
155
55
35%
15
10%
70
45%
Vasquez Peak
20
8
39%
8
39%
Weminuche
783
227
29%
83
11%
310
40%
West Elk
275
27
10%
27
10%
Totals
4,906 1,272
26%
364
7%
121
2% 1,757
36%
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APPENDIX E:
Development of 30 meter and 10 meter resolution remoteness models for the state of
Colorado.
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College of Natural Resources
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For:
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Utah State University

April 20, 2011
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Background
In January 2011 the Remote Sensing/Geographic Information Systems Laboratory
(RS/GIS Lab) at Utah State University contracted with Dr. Chris Monz and M.S. student
Dusty Vaughn to model remoteness across the State of Colorado at a 30 meter resolution,
and across the 35 United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service (FS)
Wilderness Areas located wholly within Colorado at a 10 meter resolution. For this
project, remoteness was conceptualized as the time required to access any given point on
the landscape via bicycle or foot travel from known points of motorized access (roads).
Following the methodology described in Carver et al. (2008), we used geospatial data
describing roads, trails, hydrography, and elevation to generate quantitative remoteness
metrics for every location in the study areas. All analysis was performed using ArcGIS
10.0 software (Esri, Inc., 2010).
Methods
Study Area
We defined the study areas as the state of Colorado plus a 15-km buffer for the
30-m remoteness model; and the Forest Service Wilderness Areas plus a 15-km buffer for
the 10-m remoteness model (Figure 1). The buffers were used to account for travelers
accessing locations in the study areas from adjoining lands. We used the Path Distance
tool in ArcGIS 10 to produce the final remoteness maps. For each pixel in the study
areas, the Path Distance tool calculates the least accumulative cost distance to the nearest
source (in our case, a road), while accounting for surface distance and horizontal and
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vertical cost factors. The path distance tool takes four inputs: an access grid, a cost
surface, and information used to account for (1) vertical and (2) horizontal angles
encountered when moving between cells. We developed each of these inputs following
the methodology of Carver et al. (2008).
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Figure 1: The study areas. A 30-m resolution remoteness model was developed using a
study area defined by the state of Colorado plus a 15-km buffer, shown in gray. A 10-m
resolution remoteness model was developed using a study area defined by the Forest
Service Wilderness Areas plus a 15-km buffer, shown in white and black, respectively.
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Access grid
The access grid described locations accessible via motorized vehicles. We
developed the access grid from a variety of geospatial vector datasets describing roads
and trails, collected from the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), Utah
Automated Geographic Reference Center (AGRC; Utah Automated Geographic
Reference Center, February 2011), U.S. Census Bureau, USDA Forest Service (FS),
Bureau of Land Management (BLM), National Park Service (NPS), and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS). In addition to containing location information, each roads and
trails dataset also included an attribute table describing the type of motorized or nonmotorized use supported by each feature. Because different means of transportation (e.g.
passenger car, 4WD truck) translate into differing levels of remoteness across the
landscape, information contained in the attribute tables is critical to the development of
realistic remoteness maps. However, translating available attributes into accurate
estimates of the type of transit supported by each road or trail feature is complicated by
the fact that attribute tables from different datasets often bear little resemblance to one
another in content or organization.
We therefore devised a classification scheme to standardize information
embedded in the attribute tables through the assignment of an ordinal ranking number
reflective of the type of motorized or non-motorized access supported by each road or
trail. Features supporting motorized access were given values 1 through 4: values of 1
were assigned to roads accessible with regular passenger cars and trucks; values of 2
were assigned to roads accessible with 4WD vehicles; values of 3 were assigned to roads
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accessible with ATVs (all-terrain vehicles); and values of 4 were assigned to roads
accessible via motorcycle. Values 5 through 7 represented non-motorized accessibility.
Values of 5 were assigned to bike trails, values of 6 were assigned to equestrian trails,
and values of 7 were assigned to foot trails. We assigned a value of 9 to closed roads, and
a value of 0 to roads for which vehicular accessibility could not be assessed. We call
these accessibility values “vehicular accessibility codes” (Table 1).

Table 1. Vehicular accessibility codes used to classify road and trails data.
Vehicular accessibility code Form of transit supported
1
Regular cars & trucks
2
4WD-only
3
ATV
4
Motorcycle
5
Bicycle
6
Horseback
7
Foot traffic only
9
NoRoad
0
Vehicular accessibility could not be assessed

To identify public versus private or restricted access roads and trails, we assigned
a binary “jurisdictional accessibility code” to each road and trail feature. A value of 1 was
assigned to private or restricted access roads and trails, such as those used for
administrative access only. All other roads and trails were assigned a jurisdictional
accessibility code of zero.
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Roads and Trails datasets used
Specialized roads and trails datasets
The access grid was developed from a variety of sources. Wherever available, we
used roads and trails datasets specific to relatively small regions – such as a particular
National Forest or National Park Service unit – to build the access grid (Table 2).
Because these datasets were specialized in content and spatial extent, we call them
“specialized” roads and trails datasets. Details of the methods used to apply vehicular and
jurisdictional accessibility codes to specialized datasets are provided in the Appendix. We
also used more general roads datasets – those with statewide or nationwide extents – to
complete our assessment of the locations and attributes of all roads in the study area
(described below).
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Table 2: FS, NPS, BLM, and FWS units for which specialized roads and trails datasets
were acquired. The processing of these datasets is described in the Appendix.
USDA Forest
National Park
Bureau of Land
Fish and Wildlife
Service units
Service units
Management Field
Service units
Offices
Arapaho &
Black Canyon of the Grand Junction
All FWS units
Roosevelt NF and
Gunnison NP &
nationwide
Pawnee NG
Curecanti NRA
Ashley NF
Colorado NM
Gunnison
Carson NF
Dinosaur NM
Kremmling
Grand Mesa
Florissant Fossil
Royal Gorge
Uncompahgre
Beds NM
Gunnison NF
Manti La Sal NF
Great Sand Dunes
San Luis Valley
National Park &
BLM Field Offices
Preserve
(Saguache, Del
Norte, and La Jara)
Medicine Bow
Hovenweep NM
Uncompahgre
Route NF and
Thunder Basin NG
Pike San Isabel NF
Rocky Mountain
White River
and Cimarron
NP
Comanche NG
Rio Grande NF
Sand Creek
Massacre NHS
San Juan NF
White River NF

General roads datasets: Nationwide extent
Two roads datasets with a nationwide extent are freely available to the public:
2010 TIGER/Line (Topographically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing
system) data from the U.S. Census Bureau (U.S. Census Bureau, Geography Division,
2010), and the Transportation dataset available from the National Map project (USGS,
2011a). The Transportation dataset from the National Map is derived from 2008
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TIGER/Line data, so we discarded this dataset and retained the newer 2010 TIGER/Line
data.
Through comparison with the specialized roads and trails datasets, we found that
TIGER/Line data frequently overestimates the vehicular accessibility of roads. For
example, TIGER/Line features marked as belonging to the passenger car-accessible
“Local Neighborhood Road, Rural Road, City Street” category were often suspiciously
absent from specialized roads and trails datasets covering the same territory. Moreover,
where both TIGER/Line and specialized datasets mapped the same features, the type of
vehicular accessibility indicated would frequently conflict, with the TIGER/Line dataset
usually indicating passenger car-accessibility and the specialized datasets indicating
4WD or more restrictive vehicular accessibility.
We confirmed that the TIGER/Line data was overestimating vehicular
accessibility by examining its features in an area for which we have extensive local
knowledge: Cache County, Utah. TIGER/Line data for this area suggests that the roads
winding up both Providence Canyon and Dry Canyon, near the city of Logan, are
passenger car-accessible. In fact, Providence Canyon is a 4WD road, and Dry Canyon has
been closed to all motorized vehicles for several years. These findings supported
suspicions concerning the accuracy of the TIGER/Line data with respect to the vehicular
accessibility of its features. Therefore, TIGER/Line data was used only in areas where
higher accuracy roads data could not be acquired. As described below, these areas
included all study area lands in Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico,
and Arizona. We used the “MTFCC” (Master Address File TIGER Feature Class Code)
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attribute field, which classifies and describes features based on shared basic
characteristics, to assign accessibility codes to TIGER/Line features, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Assignment of accessibility codes to 2010 TIGER/Line roads data. We used the
“MTFCC” (Master Address File TIGER Feature Class Code) attribute field to assign
accessibility codes to the features in the 2010 TIGER/Line data. This code is used to
classify and describe features based on shared basic characteristics. TIGER/Line roads
data were used as the general roads data for the portions of Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Arizona which are within 15-km of Colorado. Minor roads
mapped in the TIGER/Line dataset which were within 300-m of roads or trails features
acquired from specialized roads and trails datasets were discarded. A minor road was
considered any road with “MTFCC” values other than “S1100” (primary road) or
“S1200” (secondary road).
―MTFCC‖ Description (US Census Bureau, 2011)
Vehicular Accessibility
value
Code
S1100
Primary Road
1: Regular cars & trucks
S1200
Secondary Road
1: Regular cars & trucks
S1400

1: Regular cars & trucks

S1820

Local Neighborhood Road, Rural Road,
City Street
Vehicular Trail (4WD)
Service Drive usually along a limited
access highway
Private Road for service vehicles
(logging, oil fields, ranches, etc.)
Bike Path or Trail

S1710

Walkway, Pedestrian Trail

7: Foot Traffic

S1730

Alley

7: Foot Traffic

S1750

Internal U.S. Census Bureau use

9: NoRoad

S1500
S1640
S1740

S1740

Private Road for service vehicles
(logging, oil fields, ranches, etc.)

2: 4WD-only
2: 4WD-only
2: 4WD-only
5: Bicycle

Jurisdictional Accessibility
Code
1
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General roads datasets: statewide extents
We assessed available statewide roads datasets for Colorado and all surrounding
states. Of these, only the roads datasets for Colorado and Utah were preferable to 2010
TIGER/Line data1. We acquired the Colorado roads dataset from CDOT. It was
composed of three sub-datasets: Highways (Colorado Department of Transportation,
January 2011), Major_roads (Colorado Department of Transportation, October 2010),
and Local_Roads (Colorado Department of Transportation, June 2010). We acquired the
Utah roads dataset, a comprehensive coverage of roads in the state, from the Utah
Automated Geographic Reference Center (Utah Automated Geographic Reference
Center, February 2011).
Through comparison with specialized roads and trails datasets, we found that
CDOT data generally did not overestimate the vehicular accessibility or quantity of roads
in rural and forested areas. For this reason, we used CDOT data as our general roads
dataset for the state of Colorado. We retained all of the roads from the CDOT Highways
and Major_Roads datasets, and assigned each feature a vehicular accessibility code of 1,
indicating passenger car accessibility. None of the CDOT datasets contained private
roads, so we assigned a jurisdicitional accessibility code of zero to all CDOT roads.
A more complex treatment was applied to the CDOT Local_Roads dataset, which
describes the location and accessibility of minor roads under local jurisdiction. Many of

1

Geospatial roads data acquired from other states in the study area were not superior to 2010 TIGER/Line
data: New Mexico, Kansas, and Oklahoma provided GIS data describing only major roads, not local roads.
Wyoming and Nebraska provided pre-2010 versions of TIGER/Line shapefiles. Arizona provided no roads
GIS data for download. Therefore, for portions of these states which are within the study area, we used
2010 TIGER/Line files as the general roads and trails data.
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the features in the Local_Roads dataset are also included in the specialized datasets from
the various federal agencies. To avoid erroneously classifying the vehicular accessibility
of minor roads, we discarded Local_Roads administered by a federal agency if those
features were also located on FS, BLM, NPS, or FWS lands for which we had acquired a
specialized dataset from the associated federal agency (Table 2). Federally administered
Local_Roads features were identified by a value of 6 in the “GOVLEVEL” attribute
field, which indicates the level of government responsible for naming and establishing
traffic controls on each road segment. A “GOVLEVEL” value of 6 refers to federal
agencies including the FS, BLM, NPS, or FWS.
For the remaining features in the CDOT Local_Roads dataset, we used the
attribute field “SURFNAME” to assign vehicular accessibility codes. “SURFNAME”
values refer to CDOT road classifications, which indicate the level of vehicular
accessibility supported by each road (Mesa County, CO). Roads with a “SURFNAME”
value of “10 Primitive” were given a vehicular accessibility code of 2, while all other
local roads were given a vehicular accessibility code of 1 (Table 4).
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Table 4. Assignment of accessibility codes to roads in the CDOT Local Roads dataset.
We used the “SURFNAME” field (surface name) to assign accessibility codes to the
features in the CDOT local roads data. This code indicates the level of maintenance
performed on the road by local jurisdictions. All roads in the Highways and Major Roads
CDOT datasets were treated as passenger car accessible. CDOT roads data were used as
the general roads data for the state of Colorado.
Description (Mesa County, CO)
―SURFNAME‖
Vehicular
value
Accessibility
Code
10 Primitive
Primitive Roads are public roads usually found in
2: 4WD-only
remote regions of the county and are not
recommended for travel by conventional vehicles.
20 Unimproved Unimproved Roads are roads using the natural
1: Regular cars
surface and maintained… to permit bare passability & trucks
for motor vehicles but not conforming to the
requirements for a graded and drained road…. These
roads have little or no gravel, very little drainage,
and are primitive in nature. These roads are not
recommended for travel during adverse weather
conditions.
30 Graded and
Graded and drained roads are roads of natural earth
1: Regular cars
Drained
aligned and graded to permit reasonably convenient & trucks
use by motor vehicles and with drainage systems
(natural and artificial) sufficient to prevent serious
impairment of the road by normal surface water.
40 Gravel
These roads have a surface that has mixed soil,
1: Regular cars
Surfaced Roads stabilized soil, gravel or stone. These road surfaces
& trucks
may be stabilized with dust palliatives such as
magnesium chloride. Gravel surfaced roads are
maintained as needed with drainage systems, gravel
or stone, and are graded when weather permits.
[values of 50 or [Bituminous Surfaced Roads or other rigid road
1: Regular cars
higher]
surfaces suitable for passenger cars]
& trucks

For the state of Utah, we acquired roads and trails data from the AGRC (Utah
Automated Geographic Reference Center, February 2011). We compared AGRC data
with TIGER/Line data for portions of Utah within the study areas. The AGRC data
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identified most local roads as for 4WD vehicles only, while the TIGER/Line data
identified most local roads as accessible via passenger cars. The area of far eastern Utah
within 15-km of Colorado is a rugged landscape far from population centers. It is
therefore reasonable to assume that many local roads would not be accessible via
passenger cars. Given concerns about the accuracy of TIGER/Line vehicular accessibility
values, the TIGER/Line data was discarded and the AGRC roads data for Utah portions
of the study area was utilized. The “CFCC” (Census Feature Class Code) attribute field
was used to assign accessibility codes to the features in the AGRC data. This code is used
to identify the most noticeable characteristic of a feature.

Table 5. Assignment of accessibility codes to AGRC roads data. We used the “CFCC”
(Census Feature Class Code) attribute field to assign accessibility codes to the features in
the AGRC data. This code is used to identify the most noticeable characteristic of a
feature. AGRC roads data were used as the general roads data for the portion of Utah
within 15-km of Colorado. Minor roads mapped in the AGRC dataset which were within
300-m of roads or trails features acquired from specialized roads and trails datasets were
discarded. A minor road was considered any road with “CFCC” values of “A40,” “A41,”
or “A51.”
―CFCC‖ Description (Utah Automated Geographic Vehicular Accessibility Code
Reference Center, 2007)
value
A15
Primary road with limited access or
1: Regular cars & trucks
interstate highway, separated
A21
Primary road without limited access, US
1: Regular cars & trucks
highways, unseparated
A31
Secondary and connecting road, state
1: Regular cars & trucks
highways, unseparated
A40
Local, Neighborhood, and Rural Road
1: Regular cars & trucks
A41
Local, neighborhood, and rural road, city
1: Regular cars & trucks
street, unseparated
A51
Vehicular trail, road passable only by
2: 4WD-only
4WD vehicle, unseparated
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Several final steps were performed to “clean” the amalgamated data in the
comprehensive assessment of roads and trails. Because we were more comfortable with
the accuracy of the specialized datasets compared with the TIGER/Line or AGRC roads
datasets, we discarded any minor roads in the TIGER/Line or AGRC datasets which were
within 300-m of any feature in the specialized roads and trials datasets. A minor road in
the TIGER/Line dataset was any road with “MTFCC” values other than “S1100”
(primary road) or “S1200” (secondary road). A minor road in the AGRC dataset was any
road with “CFCC” values of “A40” or “A41,” (local, neighborhood, and rural roads) or
“A51” (vehicular trail for 4WD vehicles). This excluded relatively few roads, all of
which were located outside of Colorado.
Cost surface
The cost surface raster describes the difficulty of movement across the landscape
by a hiker in reasonably good shape, while taking into account barriers to movement and
mountain bike trails. Barriers to movement were conceptualized as occurring in two
categories: large bodies of water, and areas with slopes greater than 45°. Mountain bike
trails were conceptualized as any road or trail with a vehicular accessibility code less than
or equal to 5.
Travel speed
Values were assigned to the pixels of the cost surface raster reflective of the
hiking speed of a reasonably fit person. Following the methodology of the LLTNP draft
technical report (Unknown author), we assumed that a reasonably fit person can hike at
an average speed of 5 kilometers per hour, or 0.72 seconds per meter (about 3.1 miles per
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hour). We multiplied this value by 100 to render an integer value of 72, which we
assigned to each cost surface pixel not reflecting barrier features or mountain bike trails.
We assigned cost surface pixels indicating mountain bike trails a lower integer
value which reflected the faster travel speed possible over these features. Following the
methodology of the LLTNP report, we assumed that the speed of travel via mountain
bike is 15 kilometers per hour, or 0.24 seconds per meter, rendering a cost raster integer
value of 24. Again following the LLTNP methodology, we assumed that a mountain
biker would get off and push when slopes were greater than 20°. Therefore, we assigned
a value of 72 to cost raster pixels in areas with slope between 20° and 45°. Because
bicycles are not allowed in FS or BLM wilderness areas (Estill, 1996), we assumed offroad travel in these areas could not be speeded through the use of a mountain bike.
Because horses walk at about the same speed as humans, travel via horseback was not
treated differently than foot travel in the cost surface.
Water-based barriers to movement
Bodies of water which pose a significant barrier to movement were identified
from the National Hydrography Dataset (NHD; USGS, 2011b). Following the
methodology of Carver et al. (2008), we treated only those water features mapped as
polygons as barrier features. We used two sub-datasets of the NHD to identify waterbased barrier features: NHDWaterbody, which contains polygonal features such as lakes,
ponds, and reservoirs; and NHDArea, which depicts major rivers and other
hydrographically relevant polygons not included in NHDWaterbody.
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We identified water-based barrier features based on the “FCode” attribute field,
which provides a description of the feature type. All features in the NHDWaterbody
dataset were treated as barrier features (Table 6). We chose to include even intermittent
lakes and ponds as barrier features because they are likely to be impassible (e.g. swampy,
muddy) even when they do not contain standing water. This decision probably had little
practical effect on the final remoteness maps because most intermittent lakes and ponds
are small, and finding an alternate route would not add appreciably to estimates of
remoteness.
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Table 6: The number and types of NHDWaterbody features present in the larger study
area (Colorado plus a 15-km buffer), and their treatment as barrier features. This table is
organized in descending order of the count column, which indicates the number of
features of each type present in the larger study area (the state of Colorado plus a 15-km
buffer).
FCode Count Description
barrier?
39001 60966 Lake/Pond: Hydrographic Category = Intermittent
yes
39004 57072 Lake/Pond: Hydrographic Category = Perennial
yes
46600
2526 Swamp/Marsh
yes
Lake/Pond: Hydrographic Category = Perennial; Stage
39009
1364 = Average Water Elevation
yes
Reservoir: Reservoir Type = Water Storage;
43613
525 Construction Material = Nonearthen
yes
43612
420 Reservoir: Reservoir Type = Sewage Treatment Pond
yes
43624
206 Reservoir; Reservoir Type = Treatment
yes
36100
188 Playa
yes
37800
141 Ice Mass
yes
43601
139 Reservoir: Reservoir Type = Aquaculture
yes
Lake/Pond: Hydrographic Category = Perennial; Stage
39010
86 = Normal Pool
yes
43600
86 Reservoir
yes
Reservoir: Reservoir Type = Disposal; Construction
43625
42 Material = Earthen
yes
43610
37 Reservoir: Reservoir Type = Filtration Pond
yes
43609
35 Reservoir: Reservoir Type = Cooling Pond
yes
43617
34 Reservoir: Reservoir Type = Water Storage
yes
Lake/Pond: Hydrographic Category = Perennial; Stage
39012
32 = Spillway Elevation
yes
Lake/Pond: Hydrographic Category = Intermittent;
39006
27 Stage = Date of Photography
yes
Lake/Pond: Hydrographic Category = Intermittent;
39005
23 Stage = High Water Elevation
yes
Reservoir: Reservoir Type = Tailings Pond;
43604
19 Construction Material = Earthen
yes
39000
7 Lake/Pond
yes
Lake/Pond: Hydrographic Category = Perennial; Stage
39011
4 = Date of Photography
yes
43619
3 Reservoir: Construction Material = Nonearthen
yes
43618
2 Reservoir: Construction Material = Earthen
yes
Reservoir: Reservoir Type = Water Storage;
43621
2 Hydrographic Category = Perennial
yes
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We treated all features in the NHDArea dataset as barrier features except for those
representing dams and weirs. Dams and weirs were excluded because people can use
them as bridges to cross rivers and reservoirs. The number and types of NHDArea
features present in the larger study area (Colorado plus a 15-km buffer), and their
treatment as barrier features, are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: The number and types of NHDArea features present in the larger study area
(Colorado plus a 15-km buffer), and their treatment as barrier features. This table is
organized in descending order of the count column, which indicates the number of
features of each type present in the larger study area (the state of Colorado plus a 15-km
buffer).
FCode Count Description
barrier?
48400
2300 Wash
yes
46006
461 Stream/River: Hydrographic Category = Perennial
yes
46003
126 Stream/River: Hydrographic Category = Intermittent
yes
43100
89 Rapids
yes
33600
85 Canal/Ditch
yes
Inundation Area: Inundation Control Status = Not
40307
81 Controlled
yes
Inundation Area: Inundation Control Status =
40309
64 Controlled; Stage = Flood Elevation
yes
34306
49 Dam/Weir: Construction Material = Nonearthen
no*
45500
15 Spillway
yes
Inundation Area: Inundation Control Status =
40308
13 Controlled
yes
46100
12 Submerged Stream
yes
34305
3 Dam/Weir: Construction Material = Earthen
no*
36400
2 Foreshore
yes
46000
2 Stream/River
yes
33601
1 Canal/Ditch: Canal/Ditch Type = Aqueduct
yes
36200
1 Flume
yes
40300
1 Inundation Area
yes
* We treated dams as bridges for the purposes of remoteness modeling
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We converted water-based barrier features to raster format to incorporate them
into the final cost surface rasters. To do this, polygons were buffered by slightly more
than one-half the value of the associated 30-m or 10-m raster pixel size (i.e. 16-m or 5-m
buffers, respectively), then converted the polygons to raster format using the Polygon to
Raster tool in ArcGIS 10. If the polygons were not buffered in this way, many of the
features would be lost in the translation from vector format to raster format.
Topographically-based barriers to movement (steep slopes)
All pixels with slope greater than 45° were treated as barriers to movement in the
cost surface raster. These areas were identified using digital elevation models (DEMs)
from the National Elevation Dataset (NED; USGS, 2010). For the statewide remoteness
model, we converted a 1-arc second resolution DEM to 30-m resolution, then used the
Slope tool in ArcGIS 10 to generate a raster showing slope in degrees. For the FS
Wilderness Areas remoteness model, we converted a 1/3-arc second resolution DEM to
10-m resolution.
Final cost surface raster
The final cost surface raster had pixels representing barriers to movement,
mountain bike trails, and areas for foot travel only. Pixels associated with barrier features
had a value of NoData, forcing the Path Distance tool to find an alternate route. Pixels
representing mountain bike trails had a value of 24, except in FS or BLM wilderness
areas or areas with slope between 20° and 45°, in which these pixels had a value of 72.
All other cost surface pixels had a value of 72 to reflect the average speed of a reasonably
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fit hiker. The effect of various land cover types on travel speed was not considered in this
project.
Vertical and horizontal factors
Vertical and horizontal factors account for the difficulty associated with gaining
or losing elevation while moving from one cell to another. The elevation gained or lost is
determined by the relative angle of the slope in the direction it is crossed. We accounted
for vertical and horizontal factors using the built-in options of the Path Distance tool in
Esri ArcGIS 10. The software assessed the vertical angle encountered when moving
between cells using a 30-m or 10-m, and a look-up table used in Carver et al. (2008)
translated the slope encountered to an associated vertical factor (Table 8). Larger vertical
factors indicate more difficult movement between cells. Large positive (uphill) slopes
carry the largest movement penalty, flat surfaces have neither a positive nor negative
movement penalty, moderately negative slopes carry a negative movement penalty
(indicating movement is easier when going gently downhill), and steep downhills again
carry a large movement penalty.
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Table 8. Vertical factors, based on vertical relative moving angle encountered when
moving between cells. Values taken from Carver et al. (2008).
Vertical Relative Moving Angle Vertical Factor
-40
2.21
-30
1.83
-20
1.53
-12
0.69
-11
0.72
-10
0.75
-9
0.72
-8
0.8
-7
0.82
-6
0.85
-5
1
0
1
10
1.76
20
2.57
30
3.49
40
4.62

Following the methodology of Carver et al. (2008), we accounted for the effect of
the horizontal angle of movement on the slope experienced when moving from one cell to
another using the built-in horizontal factor parameters in the Path Distance tool. The
horizontal angle of movement is a function of the difference in the aspect encountered
when moving between cells. We therefore used a 10-m or 30-m resolution aspect raster
as the input horizontal raster. Following the methodology of Carver et al. (2008), the
linear horizontal zero factor was set to 1, and default cut angle (181) and slope
(0.011111) parameters were used.
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Remoteness maps produced using the Path Distance tool
As described above, and in the Appendix, we assigned a vehicular accessibility
code to each of the features in the datasets acquired from the various federal agencies.
Four of these accessibility codes referred to levels of motorized access: regular passenger
cars, 4WD vehicles, ATVs, and motorcycles. We also assigned a binary jurisdictional
accessibility code indicating whether a road is publicly accessible or has restricted access.
This coding scheme allows a user to produce a total of eight unique access grids:

Using two of these eight possible access grids, we produced remoteness maps at
30-m resolution for the state of Colorado, and at 10-m resolution for the FS Wilderness
Areas. The two access grids reflected public roads and trails accessible via (1) passenger
cars and (2) passenger cars or 4WD vehicles. These remoteness maps, and (perhaps more
importantly) the processed data used to create them, constitute the final products for this
project. In the sections that follow, we present and briefly discuss the results of the
remoteness models.
Results
We produced a total of four remoteness grids – two at 30-m resolution, two at 10m resolution – in an application of the methodology of Carver et al. (2008) to areas in the
state of Colorado. Quantitative estimates of remoteness associated with motorized
accessibility on the public roads network via (1) passenger cars (Figure 2) and (2) 4WD
vehicles (Figure 3) were modeled at a 30-m resolution for the state of Colorado plus a 15-
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km buffer. These moderate resolution maps clearly identified FS Wilderness Areas as
among the most remote areas in the state. A comparison of the remoteness models, shown
in Figure 2 and Figure 3, also highlights diminished levels of remoteness shown in Figure
3. This disparity is due to the more extensive vehicular accessibility grid used to build the
remoteness map in Figure 3. In contrast, the accessibility grid used to build the
remoteness map shown in Figure 2 was less extensive, reflecting only those roads
accessible via passenger cars. The 30-m resolution remoteness models indicate that the
most remote locations in the state are approximately 121 and 89 minutes, via bicycle and
foot transit, from the nearest passenger car-accessible or 4WD-accessible road,
respectively.
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Figure 2: Remoteness estimate at for the state of Colorado at 30-m resolution, based on
points of access on all public roads accessible via passenger cars. Areas in red are most
remote; areas in blue are least remote. The boundaries of the state of Colorado and the FS
Wilderness Areas are outlined in black. The FS Wilderness Areas are among the most
remote areas in the state.
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Figure 3: Remoteness estimate at for the state of Colorado at 30-m resolution, based on
points of access on all public roads accessible via passenger cars or 4WD vehicles. Areas
in red are most remote; areas in blue are least remote. The boundaries of the state of
Colorado and the FS Wilderness Areas are outlined in black. As compared with the
remoteness model based on accessibility via passenger cars, this remoteness model shows
reduced levels of remoteness caused by the increased accessibility afforded through the
use of a 4WD vehicle. FS Wilderness Areas are still among the most remote areas in the
state.
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Two remoteness maps were also produced at a 10-m resolution covering the FS
Wilderness Areas wholly within Colorado, plus a 15-km buffer. The maps indicate levels
of remoteness reflective of motorized accessibility on the public roads network via (1)
passenger cars (Figure 4) and (2) 4WD vehicles (Figure 5). These high resolution maps
clearly identified FS Wilderness Areas as more remote than surrounding areas accessible
via the public road network. As we saw above in the comparison of Figure 2 with Figure
3, a comparison of Figure 4 with Figure 5 indicates diminished levels of remoteness in
Figure 5, as this map was built using an access grid reflecting all roads with 4WD
accessibility. The 10-m resolution remoteness models indicate that the most remote
locations in the FS Wilderness Areas are 390 and 348 minutes via bicycle and foot transit
from the nearest passenger car-accessible or 4WD-accessible road, respectively.
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Figure 4: Remoteness estimate at for the FS Wilderness Areas modeled at 10-m
resolution, based on points of access on all public roads accessible via passenger cars.
Areas in red are most remote; areas in blue are least remote. The boundaries of the state
of Colorado and the FS Wilderness Areas are outlined in black. The model shows a
maximum remoteness value of 390 minutes, more than three times the maximum
remoteness value in the analogous 30-m remoteness map.
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Figure 5: Remoteness estimate at for the FS Wilderness Areas modeled at 10-m
resolution, based on points of access on all public roads accessible via passenger cars or
4WD vehicles. Areas in red are most remote; areas in blue are least remote. The
boundaries of the state of Colorado and the FS Wilderness Areas are outlined in black. As
compared with the remoteness model based on accessibility via passenger cars, this
remoteness model shows somewhat reduced levels of remoteness due to increased
vehicular accessibility. The model shows a maximum remoteness of 348 minutes, nearly
four times the maximum remoteness in the analogous 30-m remoteness map.
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“Backlink” rasters were produced in association with each of the four remoteness
maps, indicating the direction of travel through each pixel to reach the associated leastcost source pixel in the access grid. With additional processing these rasters can be used
to indicate areas providing extensive access to backcountry locations. This information
could be used by managers to identify and effectively manage areas and roads most
impactful of nearby wilderness characteristics.
Discussion
The remoteness maps indicate that the FS Wilderness Areas are among the most
remote areas in the state of Colorado, and further show the reduction in remoteness
associated with increased vehicular accessibility. Interestingly, the 10-m resolution
remoteness models indicated much higher levels of remoteness, by a factor of three to
four, than did the 30-m resolution models. This is likely due to the smaller pixel size
used, which allows the Path Distance tool to account for finer-scale topographic
variability not captured in the 30-m pixels.
The remoteness models could be improved in several ways. First, additional roads
and trails datasets, especially for the BLM Field Offices for which we have no such data,
would make the assessment of statewide roads and trails more comprehensive and
therefore the access grids and remoteness models more realistic. Second, the problematic
“S1400” MTFCC code in the TIGER/Line data, indicating local, neighborhood, or rural
roads, could be incorporated in the remoteness modeling process by making the
assumption that all such roads are accessible via mountain bike. This would allow the
incorporation of the many unique features in this dataset, without making the problematic
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assumption that all “local roads” are passenger car accessible. Third, foot and horse trails
could be incorporated into the remoteness modeling process by either slightly reducing
the cost surface value associated with these pixels, or by slightly increasing the cost
surface value associated with non-trail pixels.
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PROCESSING SPECIALIZED ROADS AND TRAILS DATA

USDA Forest Service roads and trails datasets
We acquired FS roads and trails datasets covering all FS units in the study areas.
Many of these datasets contain identical attribute fields, which we used to assign
vehicular and jurisdictional accessibility codes in consistent manner. The
“ROUTE_STATUS,” “OPER_MAINT_LEVEL,” “SYMBOL,” “DESIGNED_USE,”
and “TRAIL_STATUS” fields were used to assign vehicular accessibility codes.
Frequently, more than one of these fields was present in a single roads or trails dataset.
Where this was the case, we created and populated a unique vehicular accessibility code
field for each field. We then assigned the maximum value of the various accessibility
codes as the final accessibility code for each feature. For example, if one useful attribute
field suggested that a given road is accessible to passenger cars (vehicular accessibility
code 1), whereas a second useful attribute field suggested that the road is accessible only
via a 4WD vehicle (accessibility code 2), we would assign a final accessibility code of 2,
for 4WD accessibility. In this appendix we call this data processing approach the “FS
datasets methodology.” Details of the fields and values used to assign vehicular
accessibility codes using the FS datasets methodology are shown in Table 9.
We assigned the jurisdictional accessibility code to features in FS roads and trails
datasets based on the values in the “JURISDICTION” field. This field indicates the entity
holding the legal right to control or regulate use of the road or trail features. Features
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under private control or ownership are indicated by a value of “P.” We assigned a
jurisdictional accessibility code of 1 to such features, else we assigned a jurisdictional
accessibility code of 0.

Table 9: Fields and values used in the FS datasets methodology.
Vehicular
Jurisdictional
Field; field values
Description
accessibility accessibility
code
code
Current physical state of
ROUTE_STATUS
being of the route segment
EXISTING A route that
EX
physically exists.
0
n/a
DECOMMISSIONED
A route that was no
longer needed and has been
DE
removed from service.
9
n/a
PLANNED Planned route
identified in a complete
NEPA document with a
PL
Record of Decision.
9
n/a
CONVERTED A route that
was no longer needed and
has been converted to
CV
another use.
9
n/a

TRAIL_STATUS

DE
EX

PL

Current physical state
of being of the trail
segment
DECOMMISSIONED
A trail that was no
longer needed and has been
removed from service.
EXISTING A trail that
physically exists.
PLANNED Planned trail
identified by an appropriate
management decision (ex:
NEPA, Regional CIP list,

9

n/a

0

n/a

9

n/a
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Forest)

DESIGNED_USE

ATV
BIKE
HIKE
LIVESTOCK
MTRCYCL

PACK
SNOMO
SNOSHU

WCRAFT
WCRAFT (MTR)
WCRAFT (NMTR)
XSKI

The use that controls the
desired geometric design
of the trail
ALL TERRAIN
VEHICLE All Terrain
Vehicle
BICYCLE Bicycle,
Mountain or Touring Bike
HIKER/PEDESTRIAN
Hiker/Pedestrian traffic
Livestock including cattle,
sheep, goats, etc.
MOTORCYCLE
Motorcycle
PACK AND SADDLE
Pack and Saddle including
horses, mules, donkeys,
llamas
SNOWMOBILE
Snowmobile
SNOWSHOE Snow
shoeing
WATERCRAFT
Watercraft - motorized and
nonmotorized
MTR WATERCRAFT
Motorized Watercraft
NMTR WATERCRAFT
Nonmotorized Watercraft
CROSS COUNTRY SKI
Cross Country Skiing

3

n/a

6

n/a

7

n/a

5

n/a

4

n/a

5

n/a

0

n/a

0

n/a

0

n/a

0

n/a

0

n/a

0

n/a
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OPER_MAINT_LEVEL

1 - BASIC CUSTODIAL
CARE (CLOSED)
2 - HIGH CLEARANCE
VEHICLES

3 - SUITABLE FOR
PASSENGER CARS

4MODERATE DEGREE
OF USER COMFORT

5 - HIGH DEGREE OF
USER COMFORT

The maintenance level
currently assigned to a
road considering today’s
needs, road condition,
budget constraints and
environmental concerns;
in other words, it defines
the level to which a road
is currently being
maintained
Assigned to intermittent
service roads during the
time they are closed to
vehicular traffic.
Assigned to roads operated
for use by high clearance
vehicles.
Assigned to roads operated
and maintained for travel
by a prudent driver in a
standard passenger car.
Assigned to roads that
provide a moderate degree
of user comfort and
convenience at moderate
speeds.
Assigned to roads that
provide a high degree of
user comfort and
convenience.

SYMBOL: Symbol number used to represent the
road segment on the MVUM map. [several values
were assigned vehicular accessibility codes of 0
because the OPER_MAINT field is a better indicator
of vehicular accessibility for roads]
Roads open to all Vehicles,
1
Yearlong
Roads open to all Vehicles,
2
Seasonal
Roads open to highway
legal vehicles only,
3
Yearlong
4
Roads open to highway

Vehicular
accessibility
code

Jurisdictional
accessibility
code

5

n/a

2

n/a

1

n/a

1

n/a

1

n/a

0

n/a

0

n/a

0
0

n/a
n/a
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

legal vehicles only,
Seasonal
Trails open to all vehicles,
Yearlong
Trails open to all vehicles,
Seasonal
Trails open to vehicles 50"
or less in width, Yearlong
Trails open to vehicles 50"
or less in width, Seasonal
Trails open to motorcycles,
Yearlong
Trails open to motorcycles,
Seasonal
Special Designation,
Yearlong
Special Designation,
Seasonal
Interstate
State or US Highway
Other Public Road
Wheeled OHV <50",
Yearlong
Wheeled OHV <50",
Seasonal
Other Public Trails - Not In
Infra

0

n/a

0

n/a

3

n/a

3

n/a

4

n/a

4

n/a

0

n/a

0
0
0
0

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

3

n/a

3

n/a

7

n/a

In addition to collecting all available roads and trails datasets from individual FS
units, we also acquired FS roads and trails data for the entire western United States by
downloading the Western USA Transportation dataset from the FS’s FSGeodata
Clearinghouse website (USDA FS Geospatial Service and Technology Center, 2010).
Features in this dataset were derived from standardized Forest Service 1:24,000-scale
source maps and range from trails to highways. A “Cartographic Feature File” (CFF)
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value provides a general indication of the type of vehicular access supported by each
feature in the dataset. The Western USA Transportation dataset is appealing because it is
a standardized dataset with coverage across all Forest Service lands – and many
surrounding areas – in the western United States. However, the CFF values provide less
detailed information about the type of vehicular accessibility supported by each feature
than do the values in attribute fields included in datasets acquired from individual Forest
Service units. Additionally, the Western USA Transportation dataset is on a 15-year
update cycle, meaning that some of the features in the dataset may be quite out of date. In
light of these facts, the steward of the dataset, Reed Wheeler, suggested that datasets
from individual FS units would likely be more useful for our purposes than would the
Western USA Transportation dataset (R. Wheeler, pers. comm., April 5, 2011).
Therefore, we discarded the Western USA Transportation dataset.
Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests and Pawnee National Grasslands
The Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests and Pawnee National Grasslands
(ARP) are located in north central Colorado. We acquired ARP roads and trails datasets
from the FS’s Rocky Mountain Region Geospatial Library (RMRGL) website (USDA
Forest Service Rocky Mountain Region, 2009). Three ARP roads datasets were available
from the RMRGL, each covering a different Ranger District (RD): Canyon Lakes RD,
Sulphur RD, and Pawnee RD. Two trails datasets were available from the RMRGL,
covering Canyon Lakes RD and Sulphur RD.
The ARP roads and trails datasets available through the RMRGL were listed as
partially complete. Other than the problematic Western USA Transportation dataset, we
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had no other roads data with which to compare ARP datasets for completeness, so we
used the three ARP roads datasets as they were. We did have access to one other trails
dataset, AR_Trails_HQ, acquired by Dusty Vaughn from the ARP forest headquarters,
with which to compare the completeness of ARP trails data (D. Vaughn, pers. comm.,
April 5, 2011). This dataset covered the Canyon Lakes RD, and had many more trails
than did the dataset acquired from the RMRGL. We therefore discarded the Canyon
Lakes RD trails dataset acquired from the RMRGL and used the AT_Trails_HQ dataset
acquired by Dusty Vaughn.
We assigned vehicular and jurisdictional accessibility codes for the ARP roads
and trails datasets by using the FS datasets methodology described above and in Table 9.
Attribute fields used in the Canyon Lakes RD roads dataset were: “ROUTE_STAT,”
“OPER_MAINT,” “SYMBOL,” and “JURISDICTI.” Attribute fields used in the Canyon
Lakes RD trails dataset from Dusty Vaughn, AR_Trails_HQ, were: “DESIGNED_U,”
“TRAIL_STAT,” and “JURISDICTI.”
Attribute fields used in the Sulphur RD roads dataset were: “ROUTE_STAT,”
“OPER_MAINT,” “SYMBOL,” and “JURISDICTI.” Attribute fields used in the Sulphur
RD trails dataset were: “SYMBOL,” “TRAIL_STAT,” and “JURISDICTI.”
Attribute fields used in the Pawnee RD roads dataset were: “ROUTE_STAT,”
“OPER_MAINT,” “SYMBOL,” and “JURISDICTI.”
Carson National Forest
The Carson National Forest is located in northern New Mexico, and borders
Colorado. We acquired geospatial roads and trails data and associated tabular attributes
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for the Carson National Forest from that Forest’s website (USDA Forest Service
Southwestern Region, 2010). No Carson NF trails were within 15-km of Colorado, so we
discarded that dataset. We joined the Carson NF roads data to the tabular data describing
its attributes (iweb Road Linear Events table) using the “RTE_CN” field, and assigned
vehicular and jurisdictional accessibility codes for each roads feature using the FS
datasets methodology described above and in Table 9. Attribute fields used in the Carson
NF roads dataset were: “ROUTE_STAT,” “OPER_MAINT,” and “JURISDICTI.”
Grand Mesa Uncompahgre Gunnison National Forests
We acquired roads (Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre & Gunnison (GMUG) National
Forests & Region 2, Regional Office, Geospatial Services, 2009a) and trails (Grand
Mesa, Uncompahgre & Gunnison (GMUG) National Forests & Region 2, Regional
Office, Geospatial Services, 2009b) data for the Grand Mesa Uncompahgre Gunnison
National Forests (GMUG) from the RMRGL (USDA Forest Service Rocky Mountain
Region, 2009), and Dusty Vaughn acquired trails data (GMUG_Trails_HQ) for the same
from the forests’ headquarters (D. Vaughn, pers. comm., April 5, 2011). The trails data
acquired by Dusty Vaughn was mostly redundant with the trails data from the RMRGL,
however it contained more trails features, including some trails falling outside of FS
lands. The metadata indicated that the trails data from Dusty Vaughn was as recent as that
acquired from the RMRGL (both had dates of June 2009), so we retained the data from
Dusty Vaughn and discarded the trails data from the RMRGL.
We assigned vehicular and jurisdictional accessibility codes for the GMUG roads
and trails datasets using the FS datasets methodology described above and in Table 9.
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Attribute fields used in the GMUG roads dataset were: “ROUTE_STAT,”
“OPER_MAINT,” and “JURISDICTI.” Attribute fields used in the GMUG trails dataset
from Dusty Vaughn, GMUG_Trails_HQ, were: “DESIGNED_U,” “TRAIL_STAT,” and
“JURISDICTI.”
Manti-La Sal National Forest
Manti-La Sal National Forest (MLS) is located in southeastern Utah and far western
Colorado. We acquired roads and trails data for the MLS from that forest’s website
(Manti-La Sal National Forest, 2011). The MLS trails dataset had a unique attribute field
– “TRAIL_USE” – useful for indicating vehicular accessibility but not present in other
FS datasets. Following the FS datasets methodology as employed for other useful fields,
we added a unique attribute field to the dataset and populated it with vehicular
accessibility codes based on the “TRAIL_USE” values. We then assigned the final
vehicular accessibility code for each feature as the maximum value of the vehicular
accessibility codes derived from this unique field, as well as those derived from the other
useful fields in the dataset, “SYMBOL,” and “TRAIL_STAT.” “TRAIL_USE” values in
the dataset and their associated vehicular accessibility codes were:
“All Motorized,” vehicular accessibility code 2
“Motorized =< 50 inches,” vehicular accessibility code 3
“Non Motorized,” vehicular accessibility code 5
The jurisdictional accessibility code of each trail feature was determined from the
values of the “JURISDICTI” field. We assigned vehicular and jurisdictional accessibility
codes for the MLS roads dataset using the FS datasets methodology described above and
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in Table 9. Attribute fields used in the MLS roads dataset were: “ROUTE_STAT,”
“OPER_MAINT,” and “JURISDICTI.”
Medicine Bow-Routt NF and Thunder Basin NG
We acquired roads data for the Medicine Bow-Routt National Forest and Thunder
Basin National Grassland (MBTB) from the RMRGL (Medicine Bow National Forest &
Region 2, Regional Office, Geospatial Services, 2008) and through request to the MBTB
GIS Coordinator (Medicine Bow - Routt National Forests and Thunder Basin National
Grassland, 2010a). Because it was the most current available roads data for the MBTB,
and was described as “the most appropriate layer to use when determining where
motorized vehicles are allowed to travel on forest,” (Medicine Bow - Routt National
Forests and Thunder Basin National Grassland, 2010a) we used the dataset acquired from
the MBTB GIS Coordinator, Road_MVUM, and we discarded the MBTB roads data from
the RMRGL.
The best available trails data for the MBTB (Medicine Bow - Routt National
Forests and Thunder Basin National Grassland, 2010b) was acquired in geodatabase
format through request to the MBTB GIS Coordinator. Several datasets were included in
the geodatabase, describing subsets of all trails in the MTBT. We used the Trail_Core
dataset because it reflected all motorized and non-motorized trails in the MBTB,
including hiking, biking, horseback, ATV and motorcycle trails.
We assigned vehicular and jurisdictional accessibility codes for the MBTB roads
and trails datasets using the FS datasets methodology described above and in Table 9.
Attribute fields used in the MBTB Road_MVUM dataset were: “ROUTE_STAT,”
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“OPER_MAINT,” “SYMBOL,” and “JURISDICTI.” Attribute fields used in the MBTB
Trail_Core dataset were: “DESIGNED_U,” “TRAIL_STAT,” and “JURISDICTI.”
Pike San Isabel National Forest and Cimarron Comanche National Grassland
We acquired roads data (Pike - San Isabel National Forests and Comanche Cimarron National Grasslands, 2009) for the Pike San Isabel National Forest and
Cimarron Comanche National Grassland (PSICC) from the RMRGL. We acquired trails
data for the PSICC from the RMRGL, and Dusty Vaughn acquired trails data
(PSI_Trails_HQ) for the same from the forests’ headquarters (D. Vaughn, pers. comm.,
April 5, 2011). We decided to retain the trails data acquired by Dusty Vaughn,
PSI_Trails_HQ, and discard the trails dataset from the RMRGL because PSI_Trails_HQ
included more features, was as current as the trails data acquired from the RMRGL, and
had an additional useful attribute field, “DESIGNED_U,” not present in the data acquired
from the RMRGL.
We assigned vehicular and jurisdictional accessibility codes for the PSICC roads
and trails datasets using the FS datasets methodology described above and in Table 9.
Attribute fields used in the PSICC roads dataset were: “ROUTE_STAT,”
“OPER_MAINT,” “SYMBOL,” and “JURISDICTI.” Attribute fields used in the PSICC
PSI_Trails_HQ dataset were: “DESIGNED_U,” “TRAIL_STAT,” and “JURISDICTI.”
Rio Grande National Forest
We acquired roads and trails data for the Rio Grande National Forest (RGNF)
from that forest’s website (Rio Grande National Forest, 2009) and from the RMRGL.
Data from both sources is from year 2009. We retained the data from the forest’s website
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because it included datasets which covered all lands administered by (1) the RGNF
(mvum_roads and trails_2005_gstc) and (2) the BLM Field Offices of Saguache, Del
Norte, and La Jara (blm_roads), respectively. Together, these three BLM Field Offices
compose the San Luis Valley BLM. The San Luis Valley BLM and the RGNF in turn
compose the San Luis Valley Public Lands Center. The processing of the roads and trails
dataset for the San Luis Valley BLM, blm_roads, is described in the Bureau of Land
Management roads and trails datasets section of this appendix, under the heading San
Luis Valley BLM.
RGNF roads were contained in the dataset mvum_roads and RGNF trails were
contained in the dataset trails_2005_gstc. We assigned vehicular and jurisdictional
accessibility codes for RGNF roads and trails datasets using the FS datasets methodology
described above and in Table 9. Attribute fields used in the mvum_roads dataset were:
“OPER_MAINT_LEVEL,” “ROUTE_STATUS,” “SYMBOL,” and “JURISDICTION.”
The only attribute field used in the Rio Grande NF trails dataset, trails_2005_gstc, was
“manuse,” which had values identical to the “DESIGNED_U” field in other FS trails
datasets. Therefore, the method used to assign vehicular accessibility codes based on the
“DESIGNED_U” field was applied to the “manuse” field for the trails_2005_gstc
dataset.
San Juan National Forest
We acquired roads (San Juan National Forest & Region 2, Regional Office,
Geospatial Services, 2009a) and trails data (San Juan National Forest & Region 2,
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Regional Office, Geospatial Services, 2009b) for the San Juan National Forest (SJNF)
from the RMRGL.
We assigned vehicular and jurisdictional accessibility codes for SJNF roads and
trails datasets using the FS datasets methodology described above and in Table 9.
Attribute fields used in the SJNF roads dataset were: “ROUTE_STAT,”
“OPER_MAINT,” and “JURISDICTI.” Attribute fields used in the SJNF trails dataset
were: “DESIGNED_U,” “TRAIL_STAT,” and “JURISDICTI.”
White River National Forest
We acquired roads and trails datasets for the While River National Forest
(WRNF) through the RMRGL (White River National Forest, 2008). We assigned
vehicular and jurisdictional accessibility codes for WRNF roads dataset using the FS
datasets methodology described above and in Table 9.
Attribute fields used in the WRNF roads dataset were: “ROUTE_STAT,”
“OPER_MAINT,” and “JURISDICTI.”
Attribute fields in the WRNF trails dataset were unlike attributes in the other FS
datasets. We used values in the field “SUMSTRAT” to assign vehicular and jurisdictional
accessibility codes, as follows:
“Closed to the public,” jurisdictional accessibility code 1
“Motorized Vehicles less than 50 inches width,” vehicular accessibility code 3
“Two wheeled Vehicles (Motorcycles),” vehicular accessibility code 4
“Mechanized (Bicycles),” vehicular accessibility code 5
“Foot and Horse (animal),” vehicular accessibility code 6
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“Managed under special use permit,” vehicular accessibility code 7
Miscellaneous Trail Additions
Dusty Vaughn provided us with a folder of shapefiles describing miscellaneous
trail additions with the name misc_Trail_Additions. There were six shapefiles in this
folder, Collegiate_Peaks_Trail_Additions, Lizard_Head_Trail_Additions,
Mount_Sneffels_Trail_Additions, Raggeds_Trail_Additions,
Uncompahgre_Trail_Additions, and West_Elk_Trail_Additions, which together described
a total of 12 trails features. Because limited metadata was available for only two of the
shapefiles, Mount_Sneffels_Trail_Additions, and Raggeds_Trail_Additions, and because
all 12 of the trails features fell partly or wholly within FS Wilderness Areas, we assigned
a vehicular accessibility code of 7 to each trail.
National Park Service roads and trails data
Unless noted otherwise, NPS roads and trails datasets used in this project were
acquired from the NPS Natural Resource Information Portal website (National Park
Service, 2011). NPS datasets were not as straight-forward to process as were FS datasets,
as they did not share identical attribute fields. The processing of NPS roads and trails
datasets are described in details below. Unless otherwise noted, jurisdictional
accessibility for all NPS roads was “public.” Because off-road biking is generally not
allowed on National Park Service lands (NPS, 2010), we assumed all trails were open to
horse or foot travel only, unless otherwise noted.
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Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park and Curecanti National Recreation Area
We acquired trails (National Park Service, Black Canyon of the Gunnison
NP/Curecanti NRA, 2003) and roads (National Park Service, Black Canyon of the
Gunnison NP/Curecanti NRA, 2002) data for the Black Canyon of the Gunnison National
Park and Curecanti National Recreation Area. The trails dataset had no fields indicating
mountain bike or horseback accessibility, so we treated all trails as for foot travel only.
We assigned vehicular accessibility codes for the roads features based on the “TYPE”
field in the roads dataset. This field had three values: “highway”, “secondary,” and
“4WD.” We assigned a vehicular accessibility code of 1 (passenger cars) to features with
a “highway” or “secondary” value in the “TYPE” field and a vehicular accessibility code
of 2 (4WD vehicles) to features with a “4WD” value in the “TYPE” field.
Colorado National Monument
We acquired trails (NPS Intermountain Geographic Resource Information
Management Team, 2005a) and roads (NPS Intermountain Geographic Resource
Information Management Team, 2005b) datasets for Colorado National Monument. The
trails dataset did not have detailed information on the level of accessibility supported by
each feature. Because bicycles are generally not allowed off-road on NPS lands, we
treated all features in the trails dataset as accessible via foot travel only. To assign
vehicular accessibility codes to the roads features, we used the attribute field “USE,” as
shown in Table 10.
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Table 10: Colorado National Monument roads dataset vehicular accessibility codes
assigned.
“USE” attribute field value
Vehicular accessibility code assigned
COLM Access Road
1
COLM Secondary Road
1
Commuter Road
1
Secondary Commuter Road
1
Undeveloped County or BLM Road
2

Dinosaur National Monument
We acquired roads and trails data for Dinosaur National Monument from the NPS
Natural Resource Information Portal website (NPS Intermountain GIS Program Office,
1999), and descriptions of the values in that dataset’s “LABEL” field from the data
steward at the NPS Intermountain GIS Program Office, Paul Voris (P. Voris, pers.
comm., April 4, 2011). These descriptions allowed us to assign a vehicular accessibility
code to each feature in the dataset, as shown in Table 11.
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Table 11: Descriptions of values in the attribute field “LABEL,” Dinosaur National
Monument roads and trails dataset. Descriptions provided by Paul Voris at the NPS
Intermountain GIS Program Office.
“LABEL” value
Description
Vehicular
accessibility
code
CL 1
Class 1 Roads are hard surface highways including
1
Interstate and U.S. numbered highways (including
alternates), primary State routes, and all controlled
access highways.
CL 2
Class 2 Roads are hard surface highways including
1
secondary State routes, primary county routes, and
other highways that connect principal cities and
towns, and link these places with the primary
highway system.
CL 3
Class 3 Roads are hard surface roads not included in 1
a higher class and improved, loose surface roads
passable in all kinds of weather. These roads are
adjuncts to the primary and secondary highway
systems. Also included are important private roads
such as main logging or industrial roads which serve
as connecting links to the regular road network.
CL 4
Class 4 Roads are unimproved roads which are
1
generally passable only in fair weather and used
CL 4/OVR
1
mostly for local traffic. Also included are driveways,
BRDG
regardless of construction.
CL 5/4WD
Class 5 Roads are unimproved roads passable only
2
with 4 wheel drive vehicles.
CL 5/NOT4WD
9
FOOTBRIDGE
[no description provided]
7

Florissant Fossil Beds NM
We acquired roads (National Park Service, Intermountain GIS Program Office,
1999a) and trails (National Park Service, Intermountain GIS Program Office, 1999b) data
for Florissant Fossil Beds NM. The trails data depict hiking trails, so we assigned a
vehicular accessibility code of 7 to these features. The roads data did not have attribute
fields indicative of vehicular accessibility, but visual inspection of the data indicated that
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the road features in the dataset were redundant with features from the CDOT
Major_Roads dataset, so we did not use the Florissant Fossil Beds roads dataset in the
remoteness modeling.
Great Sand Dunes National Park & Preserve
We acquired trails (Valdez & Valdez, 2002) and roads (National Park Service,
1999) data for Great Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve. The trails data had no
attributes indicating bicycle or equestrian access, so we treated all trails as for foot travel
only. To assign vehicular accessibility codes to the features in the roads data, we used the
“ROADTYPE” attribute field, which contained two unique values: “Paved” and
“Unpaved/4wd.” “Paved” roads were assigned vehicular accessibility code 1 (passenger
cars), and “Unpaved/4wd” roads were given vehicular accessibility code 2 (4WD
vehicles). Under the “COMMENTS” attribute field, two roads were noted as being “Not
open to public”; these roads were given a jurisdictional accessibility code of 1.
Hovenweep National Monument
Hovenweep National Monument protects six sites along the Utah-Colorado
border which contain the ruins of prehistoric Puebloan villages. Each of these sites is
called a “Ruins Group Unit.” We acquired roads and/or trails datasets for five of these
sites: Cajon Ruins Group Unit roads (National Park Service, Intermountain GIS Program
Office, 2001a); Holly Ruins Group Unit roads (National Park Service, Intermountain GIS
Program Office, 2001b); Hackberry Ruins Group Unit roads (National Park Service,
Intermountain GIS Program Office, 2001c); Squaretower Ruins Group Unit paved roads
(National Park Service, Intermountain GIS Program Office, 1999c) and unpaved trails
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and roads (National Park Service, Intermountain GIS Program Office, 1999d); and
Goodman Point Ruins Group Unit roads (National Park Service, Intermountain GIS
Program Office, 2001d). These datasets were created through the digitization of aerial
photography taken in the late 1980s.
We also acquired datasets showing roads (National Park Service, Intermountain
GIS Program Office, 2001e) and trails (National Park Service, Intermountain GIS
Program Office, 2001f) for the entire Monument. These datasets were developed between
1999 and 2001 using GPS receivers. Because they have more informative attribute fields
and were created using a methodology more likely to reflect true current ground
conditions than do the datasets for the individual units, we retained the datasets for the
entire Monument, and discarded the datasets for each individual unit.
The trails dataset for the entire Monument did not contain attribute fields which
would indicate features accessible via mountain bike. Therefore, we treated all trails as
for foot travel only. For the roads dataset, we used the “SURFACE_TY” attribute field to
assign vehicular accessibility codes. There were three unique values in the
“SURFACE_TY” field: “Asphalt,” “Gravel,” and “other.” Asphalt and gravel roads were
given a vehicular accessibility code of 1 (passenger cars), and the one feature with an
“other” surface type was excluded from use in the access grid because comments for that
feature indicated that it was an old road probably not in use: “old by vc-ST.”
Rocky Mountain National Park
We acquired trails (GIS Coordinator Rocky Mountain National Park GIS
Program, 1995a) and roads (GIS Coordinator Rocky Mountain National Park GIS
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Program, 1995b) datasets for Rocky Mountain National Park. In the trails dataset, we
used the “HORSE_USE” attribute field values of “Y” (horse use permitted) or “N” (horse
use not permitted) to assign a vehicular accessibility code of 6 (horseback travel) or 7
(foot travel only) to each trail. There were six trails with no value under the
“HORSE_USE” field; we assigned these trails a vehicular accessibility code of 7 (foot
travel only).
The roads dataset did not contain attribute fields or metadata which would
indicate a feature’s vehicular accessibility. When asked about how to interpret the roads
data, the GIS Coordinator at Rocky Mountain National Park informed us that there are no
4WD roads within the park, and provided us with an updated version of the roads dataset
(R. Thomas, pers. comm., April 4 2011). We assigned each feature in this dataset a
vehicular accessibility code of 1 (passenger car accessible).
Sand Creek Massacre National Historic Site
The Sand Creek Massacre National Historic Site commemorates the massacre of
hundreds of Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians at a village in eastern Colorado in 1864. The
site covers about 50 square kilometers. We acquired a roads dataset for the site (Sand
Creek Massacre National Historic Site, 2007) which depicts local and interior park roads
not included in the CDOT data. There are no attribute fields indicating the vehicular
accessibility associated with the roads data, but visual assessment of the data using aerial
imagery showed that most of the roads were dirt tracks, so we assigned a vehicular
accessibility code of 2 (4WD vehicles only) to all roads in the dataset.
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Bureau of Land Management Roads and Trails datasets
As described above, we acquired a roads and trails dataset for the three BLM
Field Offices covered by the San Luis Valley Public Lands Center (Saguache, Del Norte,
and La Jara Field Offices) from the website of the Rio Grande National Forest. Through
written requests to each of the other 11 Field Offices, we acquired 6 additional BLM
roads and trails datasets. Datasets acquired from the White River, Grand Junction,
Kremmling, and Gunnison Field Offices had complete coverages of BLM roads and trails
on lands administered by those Field Offices, while datasets acquired from the Royal
Gorge and Uncompahgre Field Offices had incomplete coverages. We were unable to
acquire roads and trails data for the Little Snake, Colorado River Valley, Dolores,
Columbine, and Pagosa Springs Field Offices (Figures 6 and 7).
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Figure 6: BLM Field Offices (red boundaries) and BLM Lands (gray) in Colorado.

Figure 7: BLM Field Offices (red boundaries), BLM Lands (gray), and roads and trails
(black) acquired from BLM Field Offices. We acquired roads and trails datasets covering
all BLM lands in the White River, Grand Junction, Gunnison, Kremmling, Del Norte,
Saguache, and La Jara Field Offices. Incomplete roads and trails datasets were acquired
for the Royal Gorge and Uncompahgre Field Offices.
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Grand Junction Field Office
We acquired roads and trails data from the GIS Specialist at the Grand Junction
BLM Field Office (D. Diekman, pers. comm., April 7, 2011). We assigned vehicular
accessibility codes based primarily on the “CLASS” attribute field, which describes the
type of route. We chose this field because the values in the “CLASS” field – with the
exception of the value of “6” – matched the values of the “ROD_Class” field in the roads
and trails dataset from the Gunnison Field Office, for which we had good descriptions,
courtesy of that Field Office’s GIS Coordinator (A. Moore, pers. comm., March 1, 2011).
We therefore used the “ROD_Class” descriptions from the Gunnison Field Office to
assign vehicular accessibility codes to the same values in the “CLASS” field of the Grand
Junction Field Office dataset, as shown in Table 12.
However, where the “CLASS” field had a value of 6, indicating a “Single Track”
route, we used the “USE_CLASS” field to determine vehicular accessibility, as this field
contained more detailed information on the type of route. We rejected the vague
“CLASS” designation of “Single Track” because the more detailed descriptions present
in the “USE_CLASS” field often contradicted a designation of “Single Track.” For
example, 50 features in the dataset had a “CLASS” value denoting “Single Track” but a
“USE_CLASS” value of “4wd-Touring” or “ATV.” “USE_CLASS” values were used to
assign vehicular accessibility when a value of 6 existed in the “CLASS” field as follows:
“4wd-Touring”: vehicular accessibility code 2
“ATV”: vehicular accessibility code 3
“Motorcycle”: vehicular accessibility code 4
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“Bicycle”: vehicular accessibility code 5
“Stock”: vehicular accessibility code 6
“Foot Only”: vehicular accessibility code 7
“Trail-Unknown Use”: vehicular accessibility code 7
Gunnison Field Office
We acquired roads and trails data (blm_roads_edit) from the Gunnison Field
Office’s GIS Coordinator (A. Moore, pers. comm., Mar 1, 2011). Following her
recommendation, we used the “ROD_Class” field to determine jurisdictional and
vehicular accessibility, as shown in Table 12.

Table 12: Vehicular accessibility codes assignment for Gunnison Field Office roads and
trails data, based on the “ROD_Class” field. The values shown in this table were also used
to assign vehicular accessibility codes to the Grand Junction Field Office roads and trails
data, using values from the “CLASS” field instead of the “ROD_Class” field.
ROD_Class Description (A. Moore, pers. comm., Mar 1, 2011)
Vehicular
Accessibility
Code
1
primary highway paved
1
2
Secondary highway paved
1
3
Light duty road
1
3a
Paved
1
3b
Gravel
1
3c
Dirt
1
4
Primitive road (sedan clearance)
1
5
Primitive road (4wd or high clearance)
2
6a
Less than a full sized road: ATV Trail (<50”)
3
6b
Less than a full sized road: Single track motorized
4
6c
Less than a full sized road: Single track mechanized
5
6d
Less than a full sized road: Single track foot and horse only 6
7
Closed route
9
7a
Considered existing on ground but closed
9
7b
Non existing routes (old or faint alignments not considered 9
existing)
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Kremmling Field Office
We acquired roads and trails data for the Kremmling BLM Field Office. These data
were in draft form but were the best available data for the area (S. Valente, pers. Comm.,
Feb 2, 2011). The dataset was messy and many features had comments indicating that
they were likely out of use, overgrown, or otherwise unable to support any kind of
vehicular access. We used the “COMMENTS” field to eliminate such roads and trails.
Road and trail features that contained any of the following word combinations were given
a vehicular accessibility code of 9 (No Road):
“no use”
“no recent use”
“vegged in”
“vegged-in”
“VEGGED IN”
“NO USE”
“no/little use”
“No Use”
“no us”
“VEGGED-IN”
“obliterated”
“closed”
“Closed”
“CLOSED”
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We then used values in the “class_of_r” field to assign vehicular accessibility codes,
as follows:
“County Road,” “lt. duty,” “secondary hwy,” or “primitive road”: vehicular
accessibility code 1
“primitive 4wd”: vehicular accessibility code 2
“ATV trail”: vehicular accessibility code 3
“1 track motor”: vehicular accessibility code 4
“1 track mech”: vehicular accessibility code 5
“Horseback trail”: vehicular accessibility code 6
“1 track foot”: vehicular accessibility code 7
We identified private roads using the “implement” field in the dataset. If the field had
a value of “PVT,” we assigned a jurisdictional accessibility code of 1.
Royal Gorge Field Office
We acquired two roads and trails datasets for the Royal Gorge Field Office from
that office’s Outdoor Recreation Planner, Kalem Lenard (K. Lenard, pers. comm., Mar
14, 2011). These datasets – ROD_Travel_Decisions and goldbelt_TMP_012510 – cover
about half of the Field Office’s lands. The Field Office does not have geospatial data
describing roads and trails for the other half of their lands. Following Mr. Lenard’s
recommendation, we used the “ROD” attribute field for the ROD_Travel_Decisions
dataset and the “A_Public” attribute field for the goldbelt_TMP_012510 dataset. Values
used in these two fields are the same. We assigned vehicular accessibility codes based on
the values in the “ROD” and “A_Public” fields with the following exceptions (Table 13).
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For features with a value of “O” (open to all vehicles), we used a second attribute
field to assign vehicular accessibility codes. The second attribute field for the
goldbelt_TMP_012510 dataset was “Class_of_R.” We used the descriptions of the values
in the “ROD_Class” field from the Gunnison Field Office dataset to the values in the
“Class_of_R” field to assign vehicular accessibility codes. The second attribute field for
the ROD_Travel_Decisions dataset was “RT_USE.” We used our best judgment to apply
vehicular accessibility codes for values in this field (Table 13).
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Table 13. Royal Gorge BLM Field Office roads and trails dataset preparation.
Descriptions for “A_public” and “ROD” fields came from Kalem Lenard (K. Lenard,
pers. comm., Mar 14, 2011). Descriptions and vehicular accessibility code assignments
for “Class_of_R” values were taken from the “ROD_Class” field from the Gunnison
Field Office’s roads dataset. Accessibility code assignments for the “RT_USE” field were
based on best judgment.
“A_Public”
Description
Vehicular
(goldbelt_TMP_012510 ) or
Accessibility
“ROD” (ROD_Travel_Decisions)
Code
Value
NS
Non-system (not open to the
2; Jurisdictional
public but could be open for
accessibility code
administrative uses)
1
A
ATV
3
F
Foot
7
E
Equestrian
6
B
Bike
5
M
Motorcycle
4
O [if value of “O,” use following Open to all vehicles
fields to distinguish type of
vehicular accessibility:]
“Class_of_R” value
(goldbelt_TMP_012510):
[no value]
Light duty road
1
3
Primitive road (2WD)
1
4
Primitive road (4WD)
2
5
Primitive road (4WD)
2
6a
ATV road
3
6b
Single Track Motorized
4
6d
Foot and horse
6
“RT_USE”
(ROD_Travel_Decisions):
Passenger car road
1
General trans
4WD road
2
4WD
ATV trail
3
ATV
Mtn Bike trail
5
Mtn Bike
Non-BLM
Road is owned by another
0
agency
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San Luis Valley BLM
We acquired roads and trails data (blm_roads) for the San Luis Valley BLM from the
website of the Rio Grande National Forest (described above). We used values in the
“ACCESS” field to assign jurisdictional accessibility codes as follows:
“Legal Public Access,” jurisdictional access code 0.
“Private Access Only,” jurisdictional access code 1.
“Administrative Acces,” [sic] jurisdictional access code 1.
“Antonito, Labatos.” Other attribute fields suggest this may indicate private
access, so jurisdictional access code 1 was assigned.
We used the “CLASS_OF_R” field to assign vehicular accessibility codes, as
follows:
“Primary Hwy,” vehicular accessibility code 1
“Secondary Hwy,” vehicular accessibility code 1
“Primitive Road,” vehicular accessibility code 1
“Lt Duty,dirt,maint,” vehicular accessibility code 1
“Lt Duty,gravel,maint,” vehicular accessibility code 1
“Lt Duty,paved,maint,” vehicular accessibility code 1
“Lt. Duty,maintained,” vehicular accessibility code 1
“Primitive 4W,” vehicular accessibility code 2
“Extreme 4WD trail,” vehicular accessibility code 2
“ATV Trail,” vehicular accessibility code 3
“1 Track Motor,” vehicular accessibility code 4
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“1 Track,” vehicular accessibility code 5
“Non Motor Road,” vehicular accessibility code 5
“1 Track Foot,” vehicular accessibility code 7
“Closed Road, Re-veg,” vehicular accessibility code 9
[No value], vehicular accessibility code 0
Uncompahgre Field Office
We acquired roads and trails data from the GIS Specialist at the Uncompahgre
BLM Field Office (D. Sinton, pers. comm., Feb 24, 1011). Following his
recommendation, we assigned vehicular accessibility codes for each feature in the dataset
based on the attribute field “status,” except where that field had a value of “Open,”
indicating the route was “open to all vehicles.” Where this was the case, we used values
in the “ROUTE_CLAS” field to assign vehicular accessibility codes, as shown in Table
14.
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Table 14. Uncompahgre BLM Field Office roads and trails dataset preparation.
Descriptions for “status” field came from D. Sinton (D. Sinton, pers. comm., Feb 24,
1011). Descriptions for “ROUTE_CLAS” field based on best judgment and similar
descriptions from other BLM datasets.
“status” Value
Description
Vehicular Accessibility
Code
ATV
trails that are open to
3
vehicles 50" and smaller
Rock_Crawling
open only to rock
3
crawling vehicles and
related activity
Motorized_1_track
trails on which ATVs are not 4
permitted but motorcycles,
mountain bikes, hikers, and
horses are allowed
NonMotorized
Open to mountain bikes,
5
hikers, and horses
NonMotorizedNonMech
open to hikers and horses
6
Open [if “status” value is
Open to all vehicles
“Open,” use
“ROUTE_CLAS” field to
distinguish type of vehicular
accessibility:]
“ROUTE_CLAS”:
Passenger cars
1
[no value]
Passenger cars
1
Lt Duty,dirt,maint
Passenger cars
1
Lt Duty,gravel,maint
Passenger cars
1
Primitive Road
4WD road
2
4wd
4WD road
2
Primitive 4W
ATV trail
3
ATV Trail
Motorcycle track
4
1 Track Motor

White River Field Office
We acquired roads and trails data (Roads_Trails_WRFO.shp) for the White River
BLM Field Office. We excluded non-BLM roads in the dataset from further processing.
The dataset had a paucity of applicable attribute fields, so we assigned vehicular
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accessibility codes following the succinct knowledge of the Field Office’s GIS
Coordinator: “Many of the roads can be accessed in good weather by 2WD
vehicles. Most of the roads in our field office are packed soils rather than paved so 4WD
is a better alternative” (R. Brooks, pers. comm., Feb 23, 2011). We used the “Designatio”
field to assign vehicular accessibility codes. We assumed that a value of “Open
Motorized” in this field meant that the road is accessible via 2WD vehicle:
“BLM: Open Motorized,” vehicular accessibility code 1
“BLM: Other,” vehicular accessibility code 2
“BLM,” vehicular accessibility code 2
“BLM: Restr Aug-Nov,” vehicular accessibility code 2
“BLM: No Mtr Vhcl,” vehicular accessibility code 5
US Fish and Wildlife Service Roads and Trails
We acquired FWS roads (US Dept. of Transportation - Federal Highway
Administration; Pacific Western Technologies, LTD, 2009) and trails (US Dept. of
Transportation - Federal Highway Administration; Pacific Western Technologies, LTD,
Unknown date) datasets. Road features were best described by the value in the “F_Class”
attribute field, which indicates the functional class of the route. We assigned vehicular
and jurisdictional accessibility codes to the roads data based on their “F_Class” values as
shown in Table 15. Descriptions of “F_Class” values were acquired through request from
the FWS Branch of Business and Technical Services (D. Steinshouer, pers. comm., Feb
22, 2011).
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We assigned vehicular accessibility codes to the FWS trails dataset based on the
“Manage_Use” field. This field had two values: “HIKE, BIKE,” for which we assigned
vehicular accessibility code 5; and “HIKE,” for which we assigned vehicular accessibility
code 7.
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Table 15. Assignment of vehicular and jurisdictional accessibility codes for the FWS
roads and trails dataset, based on the values in the attribute field “F_Class.” Descriptions
of the “F_Class” values were acquired through request from the FWS Branch of Business
and Technical Services (D. Steinshouer, pers. comm., Feb 22, 2011).
“F_Class Description (D. Sinton, pers. comm., Feb 24,
Vehicular
Jurisdictional
” Value 1011)
Accessibility Accessibility
Code
Code
1
Principal Refuge Road (Public Roads) - Routes 1
0
that constitute the main access route, main auto
tour route, or thoroughfare for refuge visitors.
These routes are accessible by 2WD vehicles.
2
Connector Refuge Road (Public Roads) 1
0
Routes that provide circulation within the
refuge. These routes can also provide access
to areas of scenic, scientific, recreational or
cultural interest, such as overlooks,
campgrounds, education centers, etc. These
routes are accessible by 2WD vehicles. Routes
are numbered from 100 to 199
3
Special Purpose Refuge Road (Public Roads) - 2
0
Roads that provide circulation within special
use areas such as campgrounds or public
concessionaire facilities or access to remote
areas of the refuge. These routes may not be
2WD accessible. Routes are numbered from
200 to 299
4
Administrative Access Road (Administrative
1
1
Roads) - Routes intended for access to
administrative developments or structures such
as maintenance offices, employee quarters, or
utility areas. These routes are accessible by
2WD vehicles. These routes may restrict
access to the general public. Routes are
numbered from 300 to 399.
5
Restricted Road (Administrative Roads) 2
1
Routes normally closed to the public, such as
maintenance roads, service roads, patrol roads,
and fire breaks. These routes may be open to
the public for a short period of time for a
special use, such as hunting access. These
routes may not be 2WD accessible. Routes are
numbered from 400 to 499.
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APPENDIX F:
Statewide Thirty-Meter Resolution Remoteness Model of Colorado
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